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Abstract 
 
Although many researchers have studied the characteristics of mental workload for a 
long time, there is still a lot of unknown regarding mental workload. This study aims to 
explore the factors in increasing driver’s mental workload with consideration of internal 
and external factors as well other factors such as driving experience. To achieve the aims 
of the study, three experiments were designed and conducted.  
Experiment#1 focused on how to increase the accuracy of workload estimation, by (1) 
Normalizing data, and (2) cross-evaluation between Physiological, Performance and 
Subjective measurements. We were able to improve the workload estimation accuracy by 
normalizing the physiological measurement data. Through the cross-evaluation, we were 
also able to distinguish between the normal driving condition and driving under the 
influences of internal and external factors of mental workload.  
Experiment#2 was designed to focus on determining the level of difficulties in internal 
factors in increasing mental workload. Two levels of difficulty in the secondary task were 
distinguished to represent an internal factor in mental workload, and two levels of 
complexity of traffic conditions as an external factor in mental workload. The results 
showed that the main effect of the secondary task was found on physiological, performance 
and subjective measurements of mental workload. We are also certain that the more 
complex the content of mental task is the higher workload can be seen on the workload 
measurements.     
In Experiment#3 we investigated the influences of external factors and driving 
experience on mental workload. Five traffic conditions were compared. The result of 
lateral control of vehicle showed that the most difficult external factors in this study were 
driving on the winding road. The mental workload was further increased when driving 
under a difficult level of the mathematical task. The results also showed that experience 
in driving could improve performance by performing better in lateral control of the vehicle.   
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Overall conclusion, through this study we are able to validate the hypothetical 
relationship between performance and mental workload in the perspective of factors of 
increasing mental workload. We also confirmed that the combination of internal and 
external factors would increase the mental workload. This study is useful for enhancing 
our understanding of the mechanism of how performance deteriorate when the mental 
workload is high.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Driver’s Mental Workload 
Driving a vehicle is a complicated task. A driver not only has to master the skill to 
control the vehicle, but also to monitor the surroundings, especially on road traffic. A split 
second of carelessness will throw drivers to meet with a fatal road traffic accident. In the 
year 2015 Police Bureau of agency in Japan reported that distraction while driving, 
including ‘Looking away of road’ and ‘Thinking of something other than driving’ was 25.1% 
of fatal crashes in Japan [1]. This type of road traffic crashes is strongly related to ‘mental 
workload’ management [2,3]. Nowadays the usage of in-vehicle devices such as a car phone, 
a navigation system, and other new technology gadgets has become a trend. These features 
as one of the factors in increasing mental workload will further worsen the situation. The 
discussing driver’s mental workload is worth to be one of the key elements to reducing the 
number of traffic crashes.  
Particularly in traffic researches, managing mental workload is an important issue to 
be addressed because it is related to driving performance. A simple explanation of the 
relationship between performance and the mental workload is when a driver is in a high 
mental workload condition performance will be deteriorated. In driving conditions, drivers 
are prone to commit errors, e.g. failure in noticing a sudden brake of a leading vehicle, and 
this kind of errors leads to traffic accidents. Many studies have shown that a higher 
workload would prolong the reaction time [4–8].  
Despite an important topic to be discussed, and been studied by many researchers for a 
long time, our knowledge regarding mental workload is not much improved. For example, 
the definition of mental workload itself is still ambiguous. Therefore, our study tries to 
provide explanations regarding mental workload and its relation to the driving activity.  
 
1.2 Research Background 
Although there is no agreeable definition about mental workload, most of the 
researchers interpreted mental workload as the amount of demand while performing the 
task. Mental workload involved the causes and the effects. Many types of research focusing 
on the results of increasing workloads, could be found from physiological, performance or 
subjective measurements. It is also an important topic to discuss what the causes of the 
mental workload are.  
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The factors in increasing mental workload could be found from inside and outside of the 
driver. To further discuss the factors in increasing mental workload, we divided the factors 
into three: 1: Internal factors, 2: External factors, and 3: others.  
Internal factors could be found inside the driver when a driver engages with thinking 
something other than driving-related tasks while driving. Such as communicating with 
in-vehicle devices, conversation with other passengers, making a call, or even not focusing 
on driving tasks. We still have the problem of “looked but did not see” or cognitive 
distraction which can be translated as although their sight is on the road; they are not 
aware of the situation. This cognitive distraction has found to be demanding a higher level 
of mental workload [9–12].  
On the other hand, an external factor in workload can be found outside the driver such 
as traffic condition or outside environment such as the geometry of the road while driving. 
For example, driving down a street with a high traffic load condition may increase the 
driver’s workload [13, 14]. Driving on the curved road is more demanding than driving on 
a straight road[15]. Another example is that driving on a narrow road is more demanding 
than on a wide road [16, 17]. These kinds of road environment caused complex driving 
tasks and demand a higher mental workload.  
While internal and external factors involved with a short-term effect and occurred in 
the situation, there is another factor that affects the level of mental workload which is a 
long-term factor. Other factors than internal and external factors as the background of 
drivers, the age or experience in driving itself will also affect the workload a driver 
perceived. However, no research concluded these factors altogether systematically by 
focusing on a combination of these factors and their effect to driver’s mental workload. Is 
the combination of these factors will further increase the mental workload and whether 
one factor gives more effect to driver’s than another are some of the questions worth to be 
investigated for increasing knowledge about mental workload.     
Another unexplored point about mental workload is that there has not been a standard 
value or precise characterization of the levels of mental workload. While researchers are 
still in the process of finding a suitable measurement as a robust and can be used in the 
real driving situation, the characterization of high mental workload has not yet been 
discovered precisely.  
There are a lot of research studies about the effect of increasing workload factor 
separately. This research particularly tries to combine these factors altogether to give an 
insight of the situation where drivers are in high internal factors mental workload while 
in the difficult situation of driving task (external factors). One example of the application 
of the knowledge from this research is to design a support system based on where the 
factor of mental workload come from. For instance, when driving in high traffic load, it is 
useful to give warning earlier to drivers so that they can engage in the situation faster.      
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1.3 Problem Statement 
The research is motivated by these five identified problems: 
1. Although numerous investigations have been done on every mental workload 
measurement, the robustness of the measurement has remained notably scarce.  
2. Lack of usage of Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) as a candidate to evaluate driver’s 
mental workload measurement tool.  
3. Lack of study regarding factors of increasing internal and external factors of 
mental workload.  
4. Lack of explanation about the relationship between mental workload and 
performance.   
5. There are no standard criteria that can be determined as ‘high mental workload’. 
 
1.4 Objectives 
The main aim of this research is to improve understanding of the characteristics of the 
increasing mental workload from internal and external factors.  
 Specifically, the research is conducted to fulfill the following objectives: 
 1. To assess and analyze data of driver's mental workload by using physiological, 
performance and subjective measurements.  
 2. To evaluate the usage of Blood Volume Pulse as a tool to measure mental 
workload.  
 3. To assess the level of difficulties of mental workload by normalizing data and 
in a systematic way match with the existing model of mental workload.  
 4. To study the relationship between increased workload and driving performance 
by manipulating levels of difficulties of an internal factor in mental workload.  
 5. To investigate the relationship between increased workload and driving 
performance by manipulating levels of difficulties of an external factor in mental workload. 
1.5 Research Questions 
This study tried to answer the following issues: 
1. How do various control parameters such traffic conditions, and task workload affect 
the drivers?  
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2. Can Blood Volume Pulse be used as a tool to evaluate the driver’s mental workload 
in driving condition?  
3. What is the best parameter for physiological measurements to indicate the drivers 
are in the higher mental workload level?  
4. Which one from internal or external factors give more effect to increasing mental 
workload?  
5. Will additional of internal and external factors further increase mental workload?  
6. What is the relationship between performance and mental workload?   
 
1.6 Significance of Research 
This research will enhance our understanding of driver’s mental workload. This study 
will give a clearer explanation of the relationship between driver’s mental workload and 
driving performance. This research also will fill the gap of study about possible factors of 
increasing mental workload. The findings from this research will help practitioners in 
designing a system which can detect high mental workload from external and internal 
factors of mental workload. The findings of this research will also be beneficial for the road 
engineers in designing a road which does not impose a high mental workload to drivers.  
1.7 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis is structured such that in Chapter 2, we review the literature regarding 
mental workload, the theories, and theoretical framework were discussed.  
In Chapter 3 we describe the method in the attempt to increase the accuracy of 
evaluation regarding mental workload levels. The first experiment is designed to evaluate 
the potential of normalizing the data to improve the accuracy of estimation. From the 
results, by combining between measurement groups, we map with the hypothetical model 
of mental workload into regions.  
In chapter 4, based on the knowledge from Experiment#1 regarding increasing the 
accuracy of mental workload, we conduct Experiment#2. We focus on internal factors of 
mental workload. We also evaluate the usage of BVP sensor as a candidate to evaluate the 
mental workload levels.  
In chapter 5, we conduct Experiment#3 to focus our discussion on external and other 
factors of mental increasing mental workload.   
In chapter 6, we discuss significant findings regarding mental workload and conclude 
the study.   
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Drivers and Mental Workload 
Driving a vehicle involves many complex tasks. According to Michon [18], car driving 
associates with three levels, i.e., strategical, maneuvering and control levels. Strategical 
level involves with general plans, for example, the selection of the type of route. While 
maneuvering, the level has a shorter time constant in seconds and on this level, a driver 
maneuvered the vehicle such as controlling the vehicle for not stepping out from a cruising 
lane. A control level with a shorter time in milliseconds relates to automatic action such 
as a respond to a front vehicle braking. In all of these levels, a driver has to be in good 
condition to maintain the safety of the vehicle. In particular, a split second of carelessness 
will lead to increase the risk of meeting with an accident.  
One of the important criteria of a good condition of drivers is the adequate level of 
mental workload. Mental workload relates to the performance of drivers in controlling the 
vehicle. Driving in a high mental workload is not good to drivers because it makes the 
performance to become worse [19][20].   
2.2 Mental workload theories and models 
Many studies relate the theories of the mental workload with performance. Regarding 
the theories of mental workload, it can be divided into two categories, single resource, and 
multiple resources. The dominant theory in single resource theory is the capacity theory 
of attention by Kahneman [21]. The main idea of this theory is that there is a pool of 
attention and the capacity of the pool is limited. Illustrating the available capacity in a 
fixed pool, miscellaneous sources of arousal such as anxiety, fear, anger, and excitement 
will affect the performance. There is an allocation policy to which activity the allocation 
should be allocated. Kahneman also argued that attention also depends on the task 
demand. If the task is undemanding, a human operator can perform the task concurrently. 
However, if the task is demanding, they have to allocate the most attention to one and 
perform the task in serial. This condition results in the performance to be affected. This 
theory explains how an operator allocates their attention based on the demand of a task. 
In a driving condition, as driving itself involves multiple tasks, the demand on a task will 
give an effect to the way drivers allocating their attentional resources. If a task is a 
superior demand than another, a driver has to allocate more resources, and this will affect 
the driving performance to deteriorate. This state also identifies as the trade-offs between 
the primary task and secondary task performance.   
Contradictory to the single resource theory, the multiple resources theory claims that 
an operator has multiple attentional resources. This concept was introduced by Wickens 
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[22], and it describes that some tasks can be performed concurrently. The resources have 
been represented in three dimensions one is processing stage, such as perception, 
cognition and responding. The second issue is input modalities. This point is another 
strong point of the multiple resources, which to elaborate the input modalities will also 
affect the performance of the task. For example, two tasks can be performed 
simultaneously without showing a decrement if it’s been presented in different input 
modalities such as visually and auditory. The third one is that separate resources 
represent whether a task is processed verbally or spatially. This theory presented that 
manual and vocal responses can be efficiently time-shared. In a driving condition, talking 
(verbal) on the phone may be not disturbing for driving task (manual) because it is 
processed by a different resource.  
Malleable attentional resources theory by Young & Stanton [23] tried to explain in detail 
the effects of underload on performance. They argued that instead of representing the 
resources in a fixed pool the performance also depends on malleable attentional capacity. 
This argument explains that reducing the demand does not necessarily improve the 
performance and vice versa. Recently, Young et al. [24] published a new insight regarding 
mental workload by adapting the model from de Waard [20]. By putting into a frame of 
the upper limit of resources, they designed the relationship between activation level, 
workload and performance model. They also highlighted the importance of discussing the 
‘workload red line’ or overload.  
Although these theories provided us to understand the relationship between mental 
workload and performance, to the best of our knowledge, none of them focused on factors 
of mental workload. In our study, we want to enhance our understanding regarding mental 
workload, especially help us to understand from the perspective of the factors of increasing 
mental workload.  
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2.3 Mental Workload Factors 
 
Figure 2.1 Factors of increasing mental workload 
Figure 2.1 shows factors of increasing mental workload. The factors mainly can be 
divided into two categories, Non-driving related factors, and driving-related factors. Non 
–Driving related factors such as thinking about other than driving tasks or using in-
vehicle devices such as mobile phone while driving.  
Driving related factors can be further divided into external factors and driver’s 
background. External factors can be divided into two, Not related to other vehicle 
movements such as the width of the road, curve, and the type of road either urban or 
highway. External factors related to other vehicle movement such as traffic conditions. 
The focus of our study is related to internal and external factors of increasing mental 
workload.  
2.3.1 External Factors 
In our study, external factors in increasing workload are defined as driving-related 
factors and can be found outside of vehicles which related to other vehicle movement such 
as traffic conditions or not related to other vehicle movement such as such as the geometry 
of the road while driving.  
The followings are examples of external factors.  
 Width of road 
 Curvy Road 
 Urban or Highway Road 
 Traffic Conditions 
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 Width of Road 
Some studies explored the effects of road width on the driver’s mental workload. For 
example, de Waard et al. [25] investigated the effect of road width on driver’s performance 
and physiological response. An experimental road was designed by reducing the width of 
the road using blocks. The results showed that a narrower road made drivers less swerving 
and the driving speed also reduced. For a physiological response, it was also found that 
this kind of road condition would reduce the Heart Rate Variability (HRV). These results 
showed that narrower road increase driver’s mental workload.  
Another study was conducted by Godley et al. [26] by designing three different lane 
widths of 3.6 m, 3.0 m, and 2.5 m. The result of the experiment also showed a decrease in 
Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP). A subjective rating was investigated, and 
the result from NASA-TLX [27] showed the narrow road gave a higher mental workload 
of participants. While Rosey et al. [28] examined the influence of lane width on speed 
profiles and lateral positions of two types of road width, 3.0 m, and 3.5 m. The results from 
their study showed that reducing lane width affected the drivers to drive closer to the 
center of the lane. Another extensive study by Dijksterhuis et al. [29] investigated the 
influence of lane width of four difference width of the road of 3.00 m, 2.75 m, 2.50 m and 
2.25 m. The results of the study showed that SDLP decreased about 0.01 m for each 0.25 
m reduction in lane width. However, no significant differences were found in the 
physiological measurements.  
Finally, recently a study was conducted by Brouwer et al., by manipulating lane width 
of 2.2 m, 2.3 m and 2.4 m[17]. Regarding the lane width, they did not find an effect of lane 
width on RRI and RMSSD (two kinds of HRV parameters) of physiological measurements. 
They argued that parameters such as skin conductor, RRI and RMSSD not sensitive to 
different difficulty, or mental effort conditions in driving.    
 The literature presented here showed a variation in effects of reducing the width of the 
road to the mental workload measurements. It is important to make a careful 
consideration of designing the road so that we can confirm the effects are from reducing 
the width.   
 Curvy Road 
 Under this category, many studies investigated the relationship between a curve and 
the speed variation of drivers such as [30–33]. We will only focus on the findings on how 
driving on a curvy road will give a higher mental workload to drivers compared to the 
straight pathway. Tsimhoni et al. [34] investigated the effects of visual demand on 
different three curve radii of 582 m, 291 m, and 194 m. The results showed that SDLP was 
increased by reducing the radius while SD of the steering wheel (SDSW) was higher when 
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radius decrease. A study from Vollrath and Totzke [35] also found similar results of 
increasing SDLP compared to a straight road.  
Backs et al. [15]  focused on cardiac measures of driver workload with and without 
visual occlusion by manipulating three different radii of curves 582 m, 291 m and 194 m. 
They found that cardiac measures were differentially affected by curve radius. Heart rate 
during 582 m and 291 m curves was significantly faster than during the 194 m curve.  
 Ben-Bassat et al. [36] manipulated the shoulder width and curves to find the effects of 
driver perception and behavior. By manipulating five conditions (Straight, Shallow Right, 
Sharp Right, Shallow Left and Sharp Left), the results revealed that SDLP was higher 
during sharp left conditions.  
Arien et al. [37] investigated the existence of curve as calming traffic measures and the 
effects on driving behavior. The significant difference was found between existing and 
absent of curves in SDLP.  
A more recent study by Du et al. [38] investigated the effects of fatigue on driving 
performance under three different curve radii of 200 m, 500 m, and 800 m. The result of 
SDLP showed the highest value found in curve radius of 200 m. The average angle of 
steering wheel movement also recorded as the highest under this road geometry. The 
SDLP of the vehicle was decreased as the radius decreased.   
In all the studies reviewed here, mental workload measurements such as SDLP and 
SDSW indicate a higher value when driving on a curve road compared to a straight 
pathway. Furthermore, the size of curve radius was also found to give an effect on mental 
workload measurements. The smaller the radius is, the higher mental workload could be 
observed.  
 Urban or Highway Road 
Son et al. [39] investigated the impact of driving in urban and highway road on two 
group of driver’s ages. By imposing N-back test as a secondary task, they found that 
cognitive workload for older drivers was higher when driving in urban section road than 
driving on the highway road. Liu and Lee [40] assessed the effects of the traffic situation 
on drivers on workload. By using instrumented vehicle and mathematical-addition test as 
an in-vehicle task, participants were asked to drive on urban roads and motorway roads.  
The results showed that no significant difference was found between the types of the road 
on Heart Rate (HR) and SDLP. Results of steering control showed that SDSW was larger 
on urban roads compared to motorway roads.  
One of the explanations can be given for the question of why driving in urban roads 
provides a higher mental workload is because of information processing complexity. 
Driving in urban road demands drivers to process a lot of information while maneuvering 
the vehicle. There were also many studies on this matter (information processing 
complexity while driving in the urban road) such as [37], [41], [42].  
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For example, Arien et al. [37] studied the differences of workload between driving in 
urban areas and outside urban areas. Based on the results of Peripheral Detection Test 
(PDT) used in the experiment, with higher reaction time, and lower hit rate in an urban 
area compared to outside urban area, the workload level was higher when driving in an 
urban area.   
 Traffic Condition 
Another factor that will give effects to driver’s mental workload is traffic condition. For 
example, driving in a high-density traffic will demand a higher workload than driving in 
low-density traffic. In a high-density traffic, drivers have to digest a lot of information and 
to be aware of the movement of another vehicle such as sudden brake, signal to the right 
or left, and the speed of another vehicle. Strayer et al. [43] manipulated the traffic density 
to investigate the effect of using cell-phone during driving. Results from brake reaction 
times, they found that there was no significant difference between the low and high traffic 
density. They found a significant difference when participants are conversing with a 
hands-free cell phone and become worst as traffic density increased. Hao et al. [44] studied 
the effect of traffic density on drivers’ situation awareness and mental workload. They 
designed two kinds of traffic density; High and Low. The result showed that with higher 
traffic density the subjective measurement of NASA-TLX and physiological measurement 
of HR of participants were increased showing that a higher mental workload for high 
density compared to low density.  
2.3.2 Internal Factors 
Internal factors of workload could be found inside drivers when the drivers are thinking 
something other than driving. It has often referred as a cognitive distraction. In a more 
real driving task, we still have the problem of “looked but did not see” or cognitive 
distraction. Cognitive distraction will also demand a higher level of mental workload [9–
12]. Furthermore, there are also studies concluded that the more complex the 
conversations, the worse the impacts on drivers [45–47].  
Unlike external factors of mental workload, we cannot easily differentiate levels of 
difficulties in internal factors. For external factors, we can change the experimental 
conditions to create a higher demand situation while participants are driving. A careful 
consideration regarding selecting a mental task should be taken so that we can make an 
affirmation that drivers in a high level of internal factors mental workload.  
2.3.3 Other factors of mental workload 
Besides internal and external factors of mental workload, there are also other factors 
that affect the mental workload such as the background of drivers, the age, and experience 
of driving. While some researchers focused on the measuring visual information behavior 
between experience and novice drivers such as [48 & 49], they found that experienced 
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drivers glance less than novice drivers while performing a secondary task. They pointed 
out that the way of attention allocation will affect their lateral position control.  
Patten et al. [50] investigated the differences between experienced and low mileage 
drivers under cognitive workload tasks. The results showed that the low mileage drivers 
had a longer Peripheral Detection Task (PDT) reaction time than the experienced. They 
argued that by training and experience they can automate some of driving tasks to perform 
better.  
Yang [51] studied drivers’ visual behavior under visual and auditory tasks. She divided 
participants into three groups: 1) Less than ten years of driving experience, 2) between 
11-20 years of driving experience, and 3) more than 21 years’ experience. From the results 
of lateral position performance, the first group (less than ten years driving experience) 
showed a higher value of SDLP, higher value of Steering Entropy [52] and also a higher 
value of Steering Rehearsal Rate (RR1) than other groups. She argued that the less driving 
experience group had a worse lane keeping and steering behavior both in baseline and 
when performing secondary tasks.  
Paxion et al. [53] also divided participants into three groups of 1) Drivers age of 18 years 
old and had driving experience less than four months, 2) Drivers age of 21 and had driving 
experience of 36 months, and 3) had at least eight years of driving experience. Their results 
showed that, with experience, they performed better in reaction time and SDLP decreased. 
All of the literature reviewed here show that the experience of driving can increase 
driving skills and can make driving performance better.   
2.4 Mental Workload Level and Driver’s performance 
It is important to know the relationship between driving performance and mental 
workload. De Waard [20] proposed a conceptual model for describing the relationship 
between task performance and increase or decrease of mental workload. As shown in 
Figure 2.2, the model was divided into six regions. On far left and far right of the model 
are Region D and Region C. The human operator is inactive in Region D. It could be 
understood that in this region, the human operator cannot respond anymore to the 
changes in mental workload. In the middle of the model, Region A2 is optimum for both 
performance and mental workload. In this region, the human operator can easily cope with 
the needs of any task demands and achieve a satisfactory level of performance. In regions 
A1 and A3, there are two kinds of efforts, which are “state-related effort” and “task-related 
effort”. For the state related effort, in region A1, performance remains unaffected however 
the state of a human operator is affected by the demand due to for example consuming 
alcohol or in a fatigue condition. While in region A3, the human operator is effected by 
“task-related effort” to maintain the performance. The performance is still at the highest 
level as the human operator makes an effort to maintain the condition. In region B, a 
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human operator is unlikely to maintain anymore, and performance begins to deteriorate. 
The degradation of performance in region B could be interpreted as the high level of 
workload or overload [20].  
 
 
Figure 2.2  Mental Workload and Performance in 6 regions [20] 
Regarding the levels of distraction, Brookhuis et al. [54] studied conversation complexity 
and the effects on driver distraction. Their result indicated that in simulated hands-free 
telephoning conversations, levels of complexity affected driver distraction. There is also a 
study that concluded that the more difficult and complex the conversation, the greater the 
possible negative effect on driver distraction [5].  
The level of complexity is related with driver’s cognitive distraction. In other words, the 
degree of task complexity imposed to the driver’s cognitive distraction indicates the 
cognitive distraction level for drivers. It also shows that it is possible to assess the driver’s 
cognitive distraction.  
2.5 Combination of Internal and External factors in 
mental workload 
After we have known the factors in increasing mental workload from internal and 
external and other factors, we come to questions such as:  
1. Is there exist interaction between internal and external factors of mental workload? 
2. If the interaction exists, which one gives more effect to driver’s mental workload? 
3. How can we improve our understanding of the relationship between mental 
workload and driver’s performance?  
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 To answer these questions, we draw a theoretical framework based on a hypothetical 
model by de Waard [20] as in Figure 2.3 which describes our hypotheses in this study 
towards mental workload and the performance by considering the factors of mental 
workload.  
Based on the literature review, the factors in increasing mental workload could be found 
from the internal and external of drivers. The increasing level of difficulties of either the 
internal or external factors is expected to raise the level of mental workload further. 
Besides these two factors, there is also another factor that will influence the increasing 
mental workload such as driving experience. While Region A2 is understood as the lowest 
level of the mental workload while engaging with increasing demand from any factors, or 
the combination of these factors it is expected to increase the mental workload further.  
While in Region A3, there may exist the “trade-off” between internal or external factors 
which one factor is more demanding than another. As discussed in de Waard’s model, this 
situation at a certain point the operator cannot cope with the demands and the 
performance starts to deteriorate.   
 
Figure 2.3 Factors of increasing mental workload considering internal and external factors  
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2.6 Mental Workload Measurement 
Before we study further about the theoretical framework, there are still unresolved 
issues regarding the mental workload measurements. Based on O’Donnel and Eggemeier 
[55], a workload can be measured by using three measurements groups.  
 1. Physiological Measurements 
 2. Performance Measurements 
 3. Subjective Measurements  
2.6.1 Physiological measurements 
Mental workload is associated with a load on processes in the central nervous system 
(CNS). It contains brain, spinal cord and nervous. Any load on any part of this could give 
an effect to the activities of this system. As CNS in the body, it is probable that the effects 
could also impact another system within the body, such as respiration system, body’s 
temperature, and other nervous systems. Monitoring the changes in any of these systems 
could be used as a measurement to indicate the level of mental workload. This process is 
the idea of how physiological measurements work. Examples of physiological 
measurements such as Electrocardiograph (ECG), Electromyography (EMG), 
Electroencephalogram (EEG), measuring blood circulation or blood pressure, etc.  
 The ECG is the most commonly used physiological measurements [53]. Mainly two 
types of the index from ECG data are said to be appropriate to measure mental workload, 
i.e., Heart Rate (HR) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV)[56]–[59]. Most researchers found 
that when opposing to higher demand of mental workload, the value of HR will increase 
while the value of HRV will decrease[8], [56–58], [60].  
Regarding the physiological measurements, in the recent decades, mental workload’s 
evaluation has been one of the major interesting research topics. In fact, research on 
mental workload estimation was carried out using numerous devices. In recent years, 
researches on state estimation of mental workload have been investigated with various 
devices such as Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Electrocardiogram (ECG) as mentioned 
before. However, it is quite hard to use such indices in an actual driving condition. 
Therefore, tools that can estimate the driver's mental workload without giving the driver 
a sense of restriction needed. Acknowledging the importance to develop a method to detect 
the driver's mental workload state, Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) sensor that records blood 
pulse wave is a promising candidate. BVP is non-interfere to the driving maneuvers. There 
is research that concluded the possibility of using a BVP sensor to quantify the degree of 
fatigue that results from sitting for extended periods of driving seats [61]. The usage of a 
BVP has been expended in driving the situation to monitor driver’s blood pulse. This 
device located at steering of the vehicle were designed to predict heart attack while driving 
[62]. These facts show that a BVP sensor also can be used in a real driving situation and 
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potential candidates for the evaluation of mental workload. Despite the potential of using 
a BVP sensor to estimate driver’s mental workload, there are not many studies the use of 
blood pressure to determine workloads [63]. So, for one of the objective, our study is to 
evaluate the usage of BVP sensor to use in a driving situation as a measurement to 
evaluate driver's mental workload.   
2.6.2 Performance measurements 
Performance measurements refer to how well participants perform a task. A poor 
performance of a task indicates high mental workload which the participants struggle to 
perform better. There are two kinds of performance task used to measure mental 
workload; primary task and secondary task. In a driving situation, controlling the lateral 
and longitudinal position of the vehicle safe will determine how the mental workload 
affects the performance. Performance measurement of a primary task can be assessed by 
using indicators such as Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP), Standard 
Deviation of Steering Wheel (SDSW), Steering Entropy [52] for Lateral Position. And Time 
to Collision (TTC), Time Headway (THW), Reaction Time to Braking Task for Longitudinal 
Position. 
 Secondary task measures depend on the type of secondary task used to assess the 
mental workload. Often used secondary task performance measurement are Percentage of 
the Correct answer, Response time to Peripheral Detection Task, Hit rate.  
2.6.3 Subjective measurements 
Subjective measurement of mental workload could be performed while participants are 
asked to rate the workload they experienced while performing a task. While it is easy to 
prepare the test, it also said to be sensitive to workload except to measure the state when 
they were in low workload [20]. Subjective measurement techniques such as Rating Scale 
of Mental Effort (RSME) [64], NASA-TLX [27] and Subjective Workload Assessment 
Technique (SWAT) [65], have been commonly used to measure mental workload [53], [66].  
2.6.4 Increasing accuracy of mental workload estimation 
There are still some issues need to be improved regarding mental workload 
measurements. For example, until now no standard value indicates high mental 
workload[67]. The individual differences such as between gender and ages will make the 
capacity of perceiving workload is different between individual. A question on how can we 
validate that a driver is in high mental workload is an example of mental workload 
measurement issues. In this study, we are interested in increasing the accuracy of 
estimation regarding levels of mental workload. Two ways that we think can be 
implemented in this area:  
1. The Cross-Evaluation between measurement groups 
2. The Normalization of data  
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2.6.4.1 The Cross-Evaluation between measurement groups 
  Although there are a lot of ways to measure mental workload, the selection of 
measurement is crucial in a traffic research. The nature of each measurement itself which 
not all measurements are sensitive to all measurement groups. De Waard provided 
guidance on selecting measurements based on the regions [20]. For example, measuring 
workload redline is more appropriate to combine between measurements to get a better 
accuracy of estimation. Using several indicators is expected to improve the detection 
accuracy. Furthermore, by mapping altogether between measurements groups in one table 
can give us a better explanation on whether the workload is increasing or decreasing.  
2.6.4.2 The Normalization of data  
Another way to increase the accuracy of measurement data is by using data 
normalization. Because the physiological data fluctuate according to the measuring 
condition or physical condition of subjects, Suzuki and Okada [68] thus proposed 
normalizing the maximum Lyapunov exponent based on the reference value determined 
from the normal condition. By doing this way, we can get a standard value that somehow 
same to all subjects. 
2.7 Summary of Literature review 
Through our survey of the literature, studies on the factors in increasing mental 
workload is still lack. From the fact that no theories of mental workload are focusing on 
the factors of mental workload, we want to provide a clearer explanation about mental 
workload. From our revision of literature, we synthesized that the factors in mental 
workload could be divided into three categories: internal, external and others. We are 
interested to know whether the increasing difficulties in internal and external will further 
increase mental workload. It is also of interest to investigate the trade-off between 
internal and external factors on which one gives more effects to the drivers. We also want 
to enhance our knowledge on the relationship between mental workload and performance.  
Regarding the measurements, there are some unsolved issues regarding mental 
workload which we think will affect the reliable of workload estimation. There are two 
ways we investigate to increase the accuracy of estimation. First, we have to normalize 
the measurement data and second the cross evaluation between measurement groups. We 
also want to evaluate the usage of BVP sensor as a tool to assess mental workload in a 
driving situation.      
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Chapter 3 Estimation of Driver’s Mental 
Workload Levels 
 
3.1  General Overview and Aims 
Although many researchers have done the study regarding mental workload, the 
accuracy of evaluation regarding mental workload is still notably scarce. The 
characterisation of high mental workload is also unclear. Until now, there is no standard 
value to be used as an indicator of high mental workload level. Before we discuss further 
mental workload, it is important for us to focus first on the method to increase the accuracy 
of the evaluation. As presented in the literature review, two ways that can improve the 
accuracy of the evaluation. (1) The cross-evaluation between measurements, and (2) The 
Normalization of data. We designed an experiment by focusing on these matters and taken 
into consideration of the level of difficulties in a combination of internal and external 
factors of mental workload.  
The specific aims of this experiment are as follows:  
- To assess and analyze data of driver's mental workload by using physiological, 
performance and subjective measurements.  
- To distinguish levels of difficulties of the task by combining between external 
and internal factors in increasing mental workload. 
- To evaluate the method of increasing accuracy of evaluation by a cross evaluation 
between groups of measurements and normalization of data  
3.2 Hypotheses 
The hypotheses of this experiment were:  
1. The normalization of data will improve the accuracy of determination of mental 
workload levels by reducing the individual differences among participants.  
2. The cross evaluation of measurements groups can increase the accuracy of driver’s 
mental workload estimation.  
3.  The tasks will degrade driver’s lateral control performance.   
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3.3 Method 
3.3.1   Participants  
Eight drivers (four males and four females) between the ages of 20-37 years old (Mean 
=23.8, SD =5.4) participated in the data collection. Every participant held a valid driver’s 
license and drove almost daily. As this study focused on the increasing the accuracy of 
data, we thought that the number of participants was enough to collect the data repeatedly. 
With counterbalancing between genders, data of participants were sufficient enough to 
give a fruitful discussion regarding increasing accuracy of mental workload assessment.  
3.3.2 Apparatus 
The process of data collection of drivers’ mental workload was done using a fixed-base 
driving simulator (Figure 3.1(a)(b)). Software produced by Honda Motor inc. was used to 
develop the scenario and parameters setting for measuring vehicle movements. For traffic 
environment, a highway course with 3.3 m wide lane (Figure 3.1c) was used in this 
experiment. The software BACS Detector was used to analyze data from two sensors of 
Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) were attached to ear and finger of participants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 (a)(b) Driving Simulator (c) Driving course used in this experiment 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
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3.3.3 Tasks 
There were two tasks performed by the participants in this experiment.  
a) The primary task as an external factor of mental workload 
b) The secondary task as an internal factor of mental workload 
 
3.3.3.1 Main Task (External factors) 
As we discussed in chapter 2, one of the external factors would increase mental workload 
is traffic condition. In a complex situation, a driver not only has to maneuver the vehicle 
but also monitors the surrounding or the traffic environment including another vehicle 
movement. To differentiate levels of difficulties, two types of traffic complexity were 
designed for this experiment, namely:   
a) Non-Hazardous Condition (NHC)  
b) Hazardous Condition (HC).  
The main task was to drive safely on the left (cruising) lane. Driving under these traffic 
conditions, participants were asked to drive following a Leading Vehicle (LV) (Figure 3.2). 
This kind of car-following task has been proved to be a reliable task to evaluate mental 
workload, and it appears to be more natural [8]. To control the following distance with LV, 
the Following Vehicle (FV) was tailgating behind the Host Vehicle (HV) driven by 
participants. This way, we could control the distance between LV and HV so that the 
participants would not open too much space between LV. There was also another vehicle 
cruised in the right (passing) lane. 
  
Figure 3.2 Traffic Condition 
Under Non-Hazardous Condition (NHC) traffic condition, both LV and FV drove with a 
constant speed of 65km/h throughout 7 minutes trial.  
While under HC, participants were also asked to maintain a safe distance between LV 
and FV. Both LV and FV cruised between speeds of 50km/h and 75km/h. Purposely, LV 
Maintaining a 
safe distance 
bvbetween Lead 
and Foi 
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and FV would change the cruising speed by applying an abrupt deceleration of 0.35 G. 
After cruising with a lower speed for a moment, then they would accelerate again to 
75km/h in all of sudden (Figure 3.3). The time point to make the speed change was set at 
random (approximately twice the speed changes for each 500-meter run). Overall, through 
seven minutes of a trial, there were twelve braking tasks made by the Lead Vehicle. 
Participants were asked to keep a safe following distance and at the same time to be alert 
with FV as it might hit from behind. If they met with a crash during a trial, participants 
were told to start a new trial all over again. This way, participants tried their best for not 
involving with a crash.  
 
Figure 3.3  Hazardous condition (HC) 
3.3.3.2 Secondary Task (Internal Factor) 
We used Mathematical Arithmetic Task (MAT) to simulate as an internal factor of 
mental workload. MAT requires the participants to memorize the numbers presented 
before as well as solve the calculation. This task is a kind of so-called PASAT (Paced 
Auditory Serial Addition Test)[69]. Participants were requested to carry out a two-minute 
Mathematical Arithmetic Task (MAT) in a 7-minute trial, 3 minutes after the start and 2 
minutes before the trial is completed (Figure 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.4 MAT period in a trial 
To create a level of difficulty, MAT was divided into two levels, namely the level of easy 
(MAT1) and the level of difficult (MAT2) tasks.  
During the two minutes of MAT period, consecutively participants hear one-digit 
numbers (from 1 to 9) in every three seconds through a speaker connected to a computer 
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(see Figure 3.1(b) for the location of the speaker). With a loud voice, participants need to 
answer the summation of the last two numbers they heard. Overall 40 numbers were 
produced along the MAT period. Figure 3.5 shows an example of MAT1 (Easy level). While 
in MAT2, participants were given two-digit numbers between 11 and 19. Along the number 
of correct answers was calculated and the result was notified to participants after the end of a 
trial. 
 
Figure 3.5 MAT1 (Easy Level) 
 
3.3.4 Experimental Design 
All participants were randomly divided into two groups (Group A and B) with 4 
participants per group. It took six different days to complete the experiment. On every day 
of the experiment, a participant performed nine trials including training session. Table 
3.1 shows the order of the experiment in one day. BD is the 'Baseline Driving', this day, 
participants drove in Non-Hazardous traffic condition with the absent of secondary task. 
FD is ‘Free Driving’ where there was no secondary task on the trial there was also no 
following vehicle exist behind the host vehicle. During FD3, participants had to follow the 
lead vehicle with a constant speed of 70 km/h. While in FD4, the lead vehicle will make a 
sudden brake and cruised at the speed of 50 km/h to 75 km/h. The purpose of designing of 
FD3 and FD4 was an extension to the training session. Our concern was the participants 
had to complete the tasks on six different days, if the separation between the days were 
too long, there would be differences between their driving performances. Finally, ‘NMAT’ 
is No Mathematical Arithmetic Task.  
Table 3.1 Experimental procedure 
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Upon arriving at the venue of the experiment, for the first day of experiment 
participants were explained regarding the experiment and were asked to sign a consent 
letter if they agreed. They were also explained about the experiment that it would take 
six different days including the first day and the participation was on a volunteer basis. 
They could withdraw from the participations whenever they want. After the explanation, 
they were introduced to driving simulator used in this experiment. They were given time 
to get familiarized with the simulator and also the secondary task with a training session. 
Before proceeding to the experiment, BVP device was attached to the right-hand finger of 
participants. As shown in Table 3.1, every participant performed six types of combination 
between secondary task and the traffic condition. As a subjective measurement, 
participants were requested to answer NASA-TLX [64] immediately after finishing every 
trial.  
3.3.5 Dependent Variables 
Table 3.2 List of Dependent Variables  
 
Table 3.2 shows the list of dependent variables tested in this experiment. A BVP sensor 
is a sensor of Blood Volume Pulse to measure changes in the volume of blood or air it 
contains within an organ or whole body. In this experiment, we placed the sensors to ear 
and finger of every participant. We placed the finger BVP sensor to the finger which hand 
was not dominant to participants to reduce the noise effect from the movement of the 
device. The maximum Lyapunov exponent was used as a parameter to reflect the changes 
in blood pressure in a body. This change is said to reflect the change of mental workload 
[67][70]. The higher the maximum Lyapunov exponential value indicates a high mental 
workload condition [15].  
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3.3.6 Data Analysis 
For physiological measurement of maximum Lyapunov Exponent, three types of data 
analyses were performed in this experiment.  
 Average Maximum Lyapunov Exponent 
 Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 45s 
 Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 120s  
 Average of Maximum Lyapunov exponent  
We assumed that the demand imposed on participants during MAT interval was the 
same throughout two minutes of MAT interval. To quantify the participant’s mental 
workload while performing a secondary task, we calculated the average of the Maximum 
Lyapunov exponent for that period. 
 
  
Figure 3.6  Maximum Lyapunov exponent data for a trial 
 Figure 3.6 showed a time-series data of the Maximum Lyapunov exponent in a 
trial. The time interval between 180 seconds and 300 seconds was the period when 
participants were performing a mathematical arithmetic task.  
 Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent 
 Normalized maximum Lyapunov exponent has been introduced by Suzuki and 
Okada [11, 13]. It is a method to increase the accuracy of mental workload evaluation by 
removing individual differences among participants. This method which compared data 
between a MAT interval data with a based period data (read: Based Interval) within the 
same trial performed by a particular participant.  
As the method of normalizing the data itself, we think as a good way to increase the 
accuracy of mental workload evaluation, we still have a concern about selecting the based 
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interval which is regarded as a reference to the MAT interval data. Our basis of concern 
is that the factors in increasing mental workload could be found not only from internal but 
also from external factors as we discussed in chapter 2. Selecting a base interval which is 
by the time driver is in high mental workload will, therefore, affect the accuracy of mental 
workload evaluation. Therefore, in this experiment, we added the information of selecting 
the base interval by considering two factors. 1) The length of time 2) road geometry.  
In Suzuki and Okada’s experiment [11, 13], they set the duration of 4 minutes within 
20 minutes of driving task as a based interval. The based interval which was beginning 
from 3 minutes until 7 minutes from the start of experiment has been compared to MAT 
interval data. As there was no explanation regarding selecting the based interval been 
made, we considered that they made no consideration of external factors as explained 
above. 
  
 
Figure 3.7 Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent data for one trial 
Figure 3.7 shows a time series Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent data of a 
trial from one of our participant. The value of based interval was set as 100%. As 
mentioned before, this period will be a standard value for the MAT period of the trial. Any 
value higher than 100% indicates that the value was higher than the base interval. 
Considering that the road geometry also will affect the mental workload measurements 
[9, 10], we selected the time between 45 seconds and 90 seconds of one trial as a base 
interval as in Figure 3.8(a). The selection was made based on the information that in this 
period, participants were driving in a straight pathway and no elements that can be 
considered as the external factors of the increasing value of the maximum Lyapunov 
exponent. We named this period data as “Normalized Lyapunov exponent 45s”. 
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Figure 3.8 Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 
Another base interval was selected between 60 seconds 180 seconds by no consideration 
been made of the elements been stated before as in Figure 3.8b. This interval has also 
been chosen based on the same time length with the MAT interval (the interval while 
performing the mathematical task) (see Figure 3.9). We called this period data as 
“Normalized Lyapunov exponent 120s”. 
 
Figure 3.9 Base interval (60s~180s) 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Physiological Measurements 
3.4.1.1 Maximum Lyapunov Exponent 
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with six Driving Conditions 
(NMATBD1, MAT1NHC, MAT1HC, MAT2NHC, MAT2HC, and NMATBD2) as the 
within-subjects factor. Also, an ANOVA with A 2x2x2x8x6 mixed factorial design was done, 
with sources of data: Ear and Finger, Gender: Male and Female, groups: A and B, and 
eight participants as between-subjects factors.  
 
Figure 3.10 Average maximum Lyapunov exponent according to driving conditions 
Figure 3.10 showed an average value of maximum Lyapunov exponent among days of 
an experiment for 8 participants. The results showed that there was a significant main 
effect of driving conditions on the value of Maximum Lyapunov exponent (F (5, 76) = 8.994, 
p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.372). Further analysis of pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni Method 
revealed that significant differences were found between the driving conditions as shown 
in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Pairwise Comparisons for maximum Lyapunov Exponent. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
From the results, the highest value of average Maximum Lyapunov exponent was found 
on the day when participants conducted the secondary task of MAT1 under HC traffic 
condition (M:4.156). The difference in the value of the Maximum Lyapunov exponents was 
statistically significant when compared with the first day of experiments, NMATBD1 
(p=0.000) and between the last day of the experiment, NMATBD2 (p=0.001). Under this 
driving condition, participants were performing a difficult level of mathematical 
arithmetic task (MAT2) while driving under a complex traffic condition (HC). The value 
was a slightly higher than MAT2HC condition (M: 4.155).  
There was also a significant difference between the first day and the day when the 
participants were conducting either MAT1 or MAT2 under either no hazardous condition 
or hazardous condition. During these days, participants were performing a mathematical 
arithmetic task under a complex or non-complex traffic conditions (HC or NHC).  
According to the results, the values of the average maximum Lyapunov exponent of the 
days of MAT1NHC, MAT1HC, MAT2NHC, and MAT2HC, were quite similar and the 
difference between the conditions was too small. There was no significant difference 
between these driving conditions. From this result, it seemed that there was no effect of 
task difficulties level to participants.  
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Table 3.4 Univariate test results for maximum Lyapunov Exponent. DC = six driving conditions, 
Sources= Sources of data, ear or finger, Gn= Gender, G= Group A or B, P= 8 Participants. 
Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser 
corrected when Mauchly’s test showed a violation of sphericity. 
 
Table 3.4 and Figure 3.11 showed the results of a univariate test of the maximum 
Lyapunov exponent. As shown in the table, significant effects were found on almost of the 
factors except for the type of sources of data. The interaction between Driving Conditions 
and Sources of data, between Driving conditions and participants and between the Driving 
conditions, Sources of data, and Participants were also found significant. 
  
  
Figure 3.11 Results of univariate test of maximum Lyapunov exponent 
    
(a) (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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3.4.1.2 Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 
A repeated-measures ANOVA was computed from the individual means of Normalized 
Lyapunov Exponent in six driving conditions (NMATBD1, MAT1NHC, MAT1HC, 
MAT2NHC, MAT2HC, and NMATBD2). A 2x2x2x8x2x6 mixed factorial design was also 
performed, with the sources of data, gender, groups, participants and type of based 
intervals as between-subjects factors and type of driving conditions as within-subjects 
factors.  
 
Figure 3.12 Average Normalized Lyapunov exponent based on driving conditions 
 
Table 3.5 Pairwise comparisons for Normalized Lyapunov exponent, Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold 
 
Figure 3.12 and Table 3.5 showed an average value of Normalized Lyapunov exponent 
and pairwise comparison for Normalized Lyapunov exponent based on driving conditions 
for 8 participants. The highest value of Normalized Lyapunov exponent was found on 
MAT1NHC driving condition (128.59%) where participants were accomplishing a one-
digits number of the mathematical arithmetic task under Non-Hazardous conditions. 
These results were somehow different with our expectation. The second highest value 
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found on MAT2HC (124.582), the most difficult task in this experiment. However, as the 
difference between these two driving conditions was not significant, we cannot confirm 
that normalized Lyapunov exponent under MAT1NHC was higher than MAT2HC. There 
was also no significant difference between driving conditions where participants were 
accomplishing the secondary tasks.    
 
 
 
Table 3.6 Univariate test results for Normalized Lyapunov Exponent. DC = six driving 
conditions, Sources= Sources of data, ear or finger, Gn= Gender, G= Group A or B, P= 8 
Participants and Based interval: 45s or 120s. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected when Mauchly’s test showed a violation of 
sphericity. 
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Figure 3.13 Univariate test results for Normalized Lyapunov exponent 
Table 3.6 and Figure 3.13 showed the results of the univariate test for the Normalized 
Lyapunov exponent. From the table, we evaluate the main effect as follows; 
Gender 
According to the analysis, the main effect of gender was not significant, F(1,160)=0.270, 
p=0.604,ƞp2 =0.002.  
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Experimental Order 
As mentioned in the method section, we divided the participants into two groups with 
the different between the orders of the experiment. According to the analysis, the main 
effect of group was not significant, F(1,160)=1.695, p=0.195,ƞp2 =0.0.10.  
Types of Base interval 
According to the analysis, the main effect of types of the base interval was not significant, 
F(1,160)=0.258 p=0.612, ƞp2 =0.002.  
Individual differences between participants 
Based on the results of analysis, the individual differences between participants were 
also not significant, F(7,160)=1.956, p=0.064,ƞp2 =0.079.  
The interaction between Driving condition and Sources, F(2.2,349.6)=5.319, p=0.004, ƞp2 
=0.032, between Driving conditions and Participants, F(8.7, 349.6)=2.117, p=0.029, ƞp2 
=0.05, were found significant.  
Based on the results and comparisons between the average value of maximum Lyapunov 
exponent and Normalized Lyapunov exponent, we come to a conclusion that normalization 
of data was able to remove the individual differences between participants such as 
between gender, between two groups of difference experimental order, and between 
individual differences of data for 8 participants. It is worth to do the normalization as this 
will further increase the accuracy of estimation of mental workload level in our study.  
To further discuss between the selections of based interval, as we found no significant 
difference between base intervals in the previous analysis, we tried to separate the 
analysis of the sources of data.  This process was done due to significant differences found 
between the sources, F(1,160)=42.269, p<0.001,ƞp2 =0.209. With that consideration, 
analysis of selection between the two based intervals was performed only on data from 
Ear BVP sensor.    
 
3.4.1.2.1 Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent 45s (Base interval: 45s~90s) 
The result for Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent for 8 participants was 
illustrated in Figure 3.14 and Table 3.7. As mentioned above, the data were taken only 
from Ear BVP sensor. A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with driving 
conditions as a within-subjects factor. The results show that there was a significant main 
effect of driving conditions on the value of Maximum Lyapunov exponent (F (5, 43) = 5.802, 
p<0.000, ƞp2 =0.403). Further analysis of pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni Method 
revealed that significant differences were found between, NMATBD1 and MAT1HC 
(p=0.005), between NMATBD1 and MAT2HC (p=0.003). The differences between 
NMATBD2 and MAT1HC (p=0.03) and NMATBD2 and MAT2HC (p=0.001) were also 
significant.  
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Figure 3.14 Average value of Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 45s 
When looking at the value, the day when participants conducted MAT2 under HC of 
traffic condition showed the highest value of the Normalized Maximum Lyapunov 
exponent with 150.30%. This data indicated that the participants were in a high mental 
workload when performing this type of task under a hazardous condition.  
Overall, the values of Normalized Lyapunov exponent 45s for the days with secondary 
tasks were higher than the values of the days without a secondary task. This finding 
suggested that it is possible to distinguish the value of Normalized Lyapunov exponent 
considering the days with and without the secondary task.   
For the level of difficulties of tasks, the differences between the driving conditions with 
the secondary task and traffic conditions were not significant.  
Table 3.7 Pairwise comparisons for Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 45s. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
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3.4.1.2.2 Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent (Base interval: 60s~120s) 
 
 
Figure 3.15 Average value of Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent 120s  
 
Figure 3.15 shows the result of Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent with a base 
interval of 60s~120s.Table 3.8 showed the result of repeated measures ANOVA among the 
days of driving conditions. A significant main effect was found between the Driving 
Conditions (F (5, 43) = 13.272, p=0.000, ƞp2 =0.607).  
Table 3.8 Pairwise comparisons for Normalized Lyapunov Exponent 120s. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
As shown in the table, a significant difference was found between NMATBD1 and 
driving conditions where they accomplished the tasks. The differences between the 
NMATBD2 and other driving conditions were also significant. The highest value was 
reported from the MAT2HC driving condition, where they have to accomplish the difficult 
level of MA Task under Hazardous traffic condition. As the value in this condition task 
was the highest among the other days, it is possible to estimate the highest mental 
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workload of participants. Same with the previous observation in the average maximum 
Lyapunov exponent and the Normalized maximum Lyapunov exponent 45s with base 
interval 45s~90s, the participants were in the highest mental workload when performing 
the MAT2 task under HC traffic condition. 
The value of Normalized Maximum Lyapunov exponent for the days with a secondary 
task was also recorded as higher compared to the days without a secondary task. For the 
levels of difficulties of a task, there was no significant difference between the driving 
conditions with a task under either hazardous condition or Non-Hazardous traffic 
condition.  
 
3.4.2 Performance measures 
3.4.2.1 Primary Task 
 
Standard Deviation of Lateral Position 
As the maintaining safety of vehicle was regarded as the primary task, maintaining the 
lateral position for not deviating from the center of the cruising lane is a good indicator 
for the measurement. Lateral position is the vehicle’s position in relation to the center of 
the lane in which they are driving. Figure 3.16 shows a part of the driving track. In this 
experiment, the lane width was 3.3m. The standard deviation of Lateral position (SDLP) 
of the vehicle was calculated within the MAT interval as an indicator of the degree of 
swerving or deviating from the center line. 
 
Figure 3.16 Driving track and center line of cruising lane 
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Figure 3.17 Average of Standard Deviation of Lateral Position  
In Figure 3.17, the average of the standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP) for 8 
participants is shown. Compared to the baseline driving a decrease in SDLP was found in 
conditions in which participants were performing a secondary task, (MAT1NHC, 
MAT1HC, MAT2NHC, and MAT2HC). The highest value of SDLP was found on the first 
day of an experiment which was the baseline driving. It could be explained that as driving 
on NMATBD1 was the first day of the experiment, participants needed time to be 
accustomed to the driving simulator, and this resulted the SDLP was the highest.  
A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed, and the results showed that the main 
effect of driving conditions was significant on SDLP (F (5, 43) = 8.334, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.492).  
The results of pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni method in Table 3.9 showed that 
except for NMATBD1 and NMATBD2, there was no significant difference between the 
other task. As there were no significant differences between MAT1NHC, MAT1HC, 
MAT2NHC and MAT2HC, the decrement of SDLP was maybe because of participants 
were accomplishing the secondary task under either hazardous or non-hazardous traffic 
conditions.  
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Table 3.9 Post Hoc Test using Bonferroni Method for average SDLP. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
 
The decreasing value of SDLP while accomplishing the task was not something that we 
expected. Our expectations were the more difficult the task is, the more SDLP value could 
be observed as performance deteriorate.  
3.4.2.2 Secondary Task 
For secondary task performance, we measured the percentage of the correct answer on 
mathematical arithmetic tasks that participants performed. The percentage of the correct 
answer is a percentage of the times when participants answer was correct. The lower 
percentage of correct answer indicates a higher mental workload.  
 
Figure 3.18 Percentage of correct answer on MAT  
Figure 3.18 showed the percentage of correct answers for MA task. The percentage of 
correct answers for MA task decreased as the participant performed a harder task. A 
repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted, and the results showed that the main effect of 
driving conditions was found on the percentage of the correct answer (F (3, 53) = 32.964, 
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p=0.000, ƞp2 =0.687). A posthoc test using Bonferroni method was performed and the 
results as shown in Table 3.10.  
Table 3.10: Pairwise comparisons for a percentage of the correct answer. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
The lowest percentage of the correct answer was recorded at an MAT2 task where the 
drivers were required to solve two digit numbers of the mathematical arithmetic task 
under a hazardous traffic condition. 
The result of pairwise comparisons between driving conditions indicated that the 
significant differences were found between MAT1 and MAT2 (Table 3.). The difference 
between traffic conditions was not significant.  
It can be concluded the more difficult the secondary task was, the performance of the 
task decreased.  
3.4.3 Subjective measurements  
After completing each trial, all participants were requested to estimate the workload 
they experienced during the trial. Figure 3.19 showed an average rating for mental 
workload from NASA-TLX for all eight participants. 
 
Figure 3.19 Results of NASA-TLX  
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A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed, and the results showed that the main 
effect of driving conditions on the NASA-TLX was significant (F (5, 43) = 45.921, p=0.000, 
ƞp2 =0.842).     
Table 3.51 Post Hoc Test results. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
Table 3.51 showed the result of Post-Hoc test results for NASA-TLX using Bonferroni 
Method. The average value of mental workload was the highest in MAT2HC with a mean 
value of 66.54 %. It has to mentioned here that there was a significant different between 
the first (NMATBD1) and the last day (NMATBD2) of experiments. The participants may 
have evaluated the first day of the experiment as in a high mental workload since they 
need to be accustomed to the driving simulator. For the last day of the experiment, after 
experiencing all of the tasks, and accustomed with the driving simulator, they evaluated 
the mental workload as the lowest.   
3.5 Discussion  
3.5.1 Normalization data 
In this experiment, one of the objectives was to distinguish between the level of 
difficulties of tasks by combining between internal and external factors in increasing 
mental workload. To evaluate the mental workload and finding a standard value of mental 
workload, we attempted to normalize the physiological measurements data (in this 
experiment, maximum Lyapunov exponent). When considering the normalization which 
we defined as comparing the MAT interval with a base interval as a reference, we tried to 
give an insight on selecting between the base interval of 45s and 120s. The results of 
normalization with repeated-measures ANOVA shows that the normalization was able to 
reduce the differences such as between Gender, between orders of experiments with 
different groups and between participants themselves.  
Based on the results of normalizations, we did not find any significant difference 
between selecting based interval either 45s or 120s. Based on further observation of the 
results, we also found that the sources of data were a significant difference between Ear 
or Finger data. This result means that the data between ear and finger was totally 
different when normalizing the data. To give an insight regarding selecting these two base 
intervals, we further analyzed the data with selecting only data of ear BVP sensor. We 
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further analyzed the normalization data with a repeated-measures ANOVA and driving 
conditions as within-subjects factors. We found that compared to Normalization 45s, 
Normalization 120s was able to give significant differences driving conditions. Such as 
between NMATBD1 and MAT1NHC, between NMATBD1 and MAT2NHC, also between 
NMATBD2 and MAT1NHC and NMATBD2 and MAT2NHC. Although the differences only 
found for these driving conditions we were able to distinguish between selecting the two 
base intervals. Overall, it gives an insight that normalized Lyapunov exponent 120s were 
able to make a distinction between the driving conditions where participants were 
performing the tasks and the baseline driving (NMATBD1 and NMATBD2). In other words, 
through normalization of 120s, it might be possible to make an estimation of driver’s 
mental workload between a normal state, when the participants were not performing any 
task and performing either MAT1HC, MAT1HC, MAT2NHC, or MAT2HC. We can confirm 
that there were two levels in the tasks. 
3.5.2 Cross-Evaluation between measurement groups 
 
Figure 3.20 Overall results for evaluation of mental workload.  
Figure 3.20 shows an overall result for evaluation of mental workload. The red dotted 
line shows a significantly increased on the data while the blue dotted line shows a 
significantly decreased. By looking at this figure which mapping together all the 
measurements, we can obtain a clearer picture on the results. This kind of information 
can lead to a better interpretation on the mental workload estimation.  
As shown in the figure, the primary task performance of SDLP was decreased when 
participants were accomplishing the tasks. This result was contradictory to our 
expectation, as we predict that more difficult the task is performance will degrade. This 
expectation is based on single resource theory by Kahneman [21] and also the conceptual 
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theory by de Waard [20] regarding the relationship between task demand and performance. 
One of the explanations for this circumstance was they increased effort to cope with the 
increasing demand of mental workload. This notation can be seen by looking at the 
deterioration of secondary task performance. The increasing effort on the task and 
improvement of performance also can be regarded as “tunnel vision” or a narrowing of 
attention. This phenomenon can be regarded as improvement in lateral position control 
[2], [49], [51], [72–76].   
 As we performed normalization of physiological measurement data, we can map 
together this measurement with a measurement from a different group which is subjective 
measurements. This step also one of the processes of cross-evaluation to get a higher 
accuracy on mental workload estimation.  
 
Figure 3.21 Mapping graph between NASA-TLX and Normalization Lyapunov exponent 120s 
Figure 3.21 showed a mapping graph between the subjective rating of mental workload 
and Normalized Lyapunov exponent 120s. As shown in the figure, horizontal line of 100% 
indicates the based interval used in the normalization. As we can see, NMATBD2 and 
NMATBD1 were around the based interval indicate that data were not much difference 
with the baseline period. By using this information, we tried to map the finding with de 
Waard`s model as in Figure 2.2. For this experiment, we were able to distinguish two 
regions, Region A2 where the mental workload was low and Region A3 where the 
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participants were trying their hard in maintaining the performance while the mental 
workload was increased. We think it is appropriate to distinguish between these two 
regions by drawing another horizontal line on 120%. This value is based on a consistent 
finding by the study of Suzuki and Okada [71] who draw the threshold of 120% when the 
drivers were facing the hazardous situation.    
At the beginning of this experiment, we also hypothesized that the most difficult task 
by combining the difficulty of the external and internal factors (in this experiment: 
MAT2HC) would give the highest value of mental workload. It appeared to be true for the 
subjective measurement and secondary task performance. However, for the Physiological 
measurement, we need another explanation for the result of there was no significant 
differences between the driving conditions except for between the baseline. We further 
designed Experiment#2.   
3.5.3 Factors of increasing mental workload 
 
Figure 3.22 Factors of increasing mental workload in Experiment#1 
Figure 3.22 shows a diagram on the factors of increasing mental workload in 
Experiment#1 that we think would affect the results. The red font and column show the 
factors that we think contribute to increasing mental workload in Experiment#1. As we 
can see, various factors give effects to increasing mental workload in Experiment#1. We 
will try to focus on answering the question regarding the hypothetical relationship 
between performance and driving performance by considering internal and external 
factors by designing Experiment#2.  
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3.6 Conclusions 
These are the findings we obtained from this experiment;   
1. The normalization of physiological measurement data was able to remove individual 
differences of data. 
2. Normalized Lyapunov exponent 120s which used 120 seconds before starting the 
MAT as a based interval was able to distinguish most driving conditions than 
normalized Lyapunov exponent 45s. 
3. By combining between Normalized Lyapunov exponent 120s and NASA-TLX, we 
were able to differentiate between normal driving (Region A2) and during the 
participants accomplishing the tasks (Region A3), either external or internal factors 
of mental workload.  
4. By using a cross-evaluation method between all measurement groups, we can obtain 
a better interpretation on the mental workload estimation.  
5. While accomplishing the tasks, the primary task performance showed a decrease in 
the SDLP.  
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Chapter 4 Internal Factors of Mental Workload  
4.1 General overview and aims 
 After achieving the key findings in the method of increasing the accuracy of 
estimation in Experiment#1, we further investigate the level of difficulties in internal and 
external factors of mental workload. As mentioned in the introduction, some of the 
important questions we want to answer are, “Is there exist interaction between internal 
and external factors?”, “If the interaction exists, which one gives more effect to driver’s 
mental workload?”, And “How can we improve our understanding of the relationship 
between mental workload and driving performance?”. To answer these questions, we 
designed Experiment#2 based on the results we obtained from Experiment#1. In this 
experiment, we also evaluate the usage of a Blood Volume Pulse sensor as a potential 
measurement to measure mental workload.  
The specific aims of this experiment as follows:  
- To validate the hypothetical relationship between mental workload and 
performance  
- To acquire a better understanding of mental workload theory under consideration 
of internal and external factors.   
- To evaluate the effects of the internal factors of mental workload to driver’s mental 
workload. 
- To evaluate the usage of BVP sensor as a potential mental workload measurement.   
 
4.2 Hypotheses 
Our hypotheses for this experiment as follows: 
1. Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) sensor can be used to evaluate the driver’s mental 
workload.  
2. The internal factors such as thinking other than driving give more effects to the 
mental workload measurements.  
3. The increasing value of mental workload measurements come from internal and 
external factors. 
4. The decreasing value of SDLP does not mean the improvement in performance.  
5. The more complex the content of thinking will give more effects to the mental 
workload measurements.  
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4.3 Method 
4.3.1 Participants 
Twenty-five male drivers participated in the experiment. Their mean age was 21.1 years 
old, and the standard deviation was 1.3. Every participant held a valid driver’s license. 
The average driving experience was 2.3 years. They were paid off 820yen per hour, and 
the total length of the experiment was 3 hours. 
4.3.2 Apparatus 
This study used a fixed-base driving simulator developed by Mitsubishi Precision, Inc 
(Figure 4.1 (a)). It consists of 4 screens (H120 x W160mm) been projected by projectors. 
The location of screen projectors as shown in Figure 4.1 (b). Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) 
data were recorded with the Nexus-10 device. The software on Mind media was used to 
analyze data of HR and HRV. BVP device attaches to a finger of participants.   
 
Figure 4.1 The driving simulator used in the study 
4.3.3 Tasks 
4.3.3.1 Primary Task (External Factors) 
The primary task was to drive safely in the left lane. The driving course was designed 
to be a straight pathway with approximately 10km distance with 3.5m wide lane. Every 
participant experienced two levels of difficulties of traffic conditions, a) None Hazardous 
Conditions (NHC) and b) Hazardous Condition (HC). Under both conditions, participants 
were asked to follow a lead vehicle (LV). 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.2 Non-Hazardous Condition (NHC) 
Figure 4.2 describes how the driving task was given to each participant in NHC. The 
Following Vehicle (FV) was located behind the HV to help participants maintain a 
following distance. In this traffic condition, FV drove with 90km/h (constant speed) 
throughout the 6-minute trial. Some vehicles also existed in the right lane.  
Under HC condition, participants were also asked to maintain the distance between LV 
and FV. At this time, both LV and FV cruised between the speed of 55km/h and 100km/h. 
Intentionally LV and FV performed an abrupt braking task of 0.35g and also a quick 
acceleration. Time to make a sudden braking and rapid acceleration were determined at 
random (approximately twice the speed of the changes for each 400-meter run). Overall 
the LV made a braking task 15 times including two dummy braking tasks (LV activated 
the braking lamp yet it accelerate) throughout 6-minutes of a trial. The dummy braking 
tasks were designed so that participants aware of the situations (for not just depending 
on the braking lamp on Lead Vehicle to maneuver the brake pedal). The participants were 
requested to ensure a safe following distance and to be careful to an abrupt variation of 
speed on both FV and LV (Figure 4). If they meet with a crash during a trial, participants 
would have to start a new trial all over again. This way, participants will try their best for 
not being involved in a crash.  
Maintaining a 
safe distance 
bvbetween Lead 
and Foi 
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Figure 4.3 Hazardous condition (HC) 
4.3.3.2 Secondary Task (Internal Factors) 
For the internal factor of mental workload, a secondary task has been used. Participants 
were requested to carry out a two-minute Mathematical Arithmetic Task (MAT) in a 6-
minute trial, two minutes after the start and two minutes before the trial completed (see 
Figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.4. MAT period in a trial 
MAT requires the participants to memorize the numbers they heard three seconds 
before and at the same time try to solve the arithmetic. This task is a kind of so-called 
PASAT (Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test) [69]. The mathematical arithmetic task was 
divided into two levels, namely the level of easy (MAT1) and the level of difficulty (MAT2) 
tasks. In MAT1, participants were given single-digit numbers (from 1 to 9) in every three 
seconds through a speaker connected to a computer (Figure 4.1b). Participants had to give 
the answer of the summation of the last two numbers verbally as in Figure 6. While in 
MAT2, participants were given two-digit numbers between 11 and 49. As in MAT1, the 
participants had to answer a total of the last two numbers orally. 
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Figure 4.5 MAT1 (Easy Level) 
While performing a mathematical task, it was assumed that demand of the 
mathematical task had remained unchanged during the 2-minute task. In each trial, the 
number of the correct answers was calculated, and the results had been informed to the 
participants after the end of the trial. We thought that by knowing the results, they would 
try their best to attain a good result during the secondary task.  
Non-Driving Task (NDT)  
In this situation, participants had to seat on driving seat and wait until two minutes to 
perform either MAT1 or MAT2. NDT had been set before start the experiment with driving 
conditions to test on how the MAT alone gave an effect to the measurements. 
4.3.4 Experimental Design 
The experiment was designed using two manipulations in a within-subject factor 
factorial design: Secondary Task (NMAT, MAT1 or MAT2) and Traffic Condition (NHC or 
HC). To cancel the possibility of existing an order effect, the experimental procedure was 
arranged randomly from NMATBD1 to NMATBD2 as in Table 1. BD was ‘Baseline Driving’ 
where they had been asked to follow LV with a constant speed (85km/h) and without FV 
on behind.  In this situation, there was no secondary task imposed to the participants.  
 
 
Table 4.1. Experimental procedure 
    
We expected that both external and external factors of mental workload gave an effect 
to the measurement groups of mental workload. It was also predicted that driver workload 
Randomly 
arranged 
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was higher during the combination of the difficulty level of an internal factor of workload 
under the difficulty level of the external factor. We also expected to find Region A2 where 
task-related effort while the driver tries their hardest to maintain the performance.  
4.3.5   Procedure 
Upon arriving at the venue of the experiment, participants were explained regarding 
the experiment and signed a consent letter. They were given time to get familiarized with 
the simulator and also the MAT. Before starting the experiment, BVP device was placed 
on either right or left hand (which one not dominant) finger of participants. As shown in 
Table 4.1, every participant performed six types of combination between secondary task 
and the traffic condition. As a subjective measurement, participants were requested to 
answer NASA-TLX [27] and RSME [64] immediately after finishing every trial.  
 
 
4.3.6 Dependent variables 
Table 4.2 List of Dependent Variables 
 
Table 4.2 shows the list of dependent variables tested in this experiment. HR is the 
speed of the heartbeat measured by the number of the beat of the heart per minute (Beat-
Per-Minute, BPM). BioTrace software was used to analyze the HRV data. HRV data can 
be analyzed by using time-domain and frequency domain. For this research, we used 
frequency domain. First, the continuous BVP data were transformed to Inter-Beat-
Interval (IBI) time series. Then by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Spectral Analysis, 
IBI converted to the frequency domain of HRV Spectrum. From the HRV Spectrum, there 
are two bands of interest: High Frequency (HF) band (0.15Hz - 0.7Hz) and Low Frequency 
(LF) band (0.04 Hz - 0.15Hz) [77-78]. We used the ratio of LF/HF as it can measure of 
Autonomic Nervous System balance.  
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4.3.7 Data analysis 
To increase the accuracy of estimation the levels of mental workload as been discussed 
in chapter 3, we normalized physiological and performance data. This method is useful to 
find a standard value that indicates the same level of mental workload. It was also to 
ensure that data were not affected by “state-related effort” especially fatigue, e.g. 
considering the data maybe has already increased from the beginning of one trial and not 
only during performing MAT.  
Normalization equation as shown in equation (1). In a 6-minute trial, minute 2 to 
minute 4 from the beginning was regarded as MAT Period data.  
We set two minutes at the start of a trial as a ‘Base Interval’ and compared the data to 
MAT period from minute 2 to minute 4 of a trial. Results from Experiment#1 were used 
to determine the base interval which is 120s (the same length with MAT period data). The 
interval between minute-0 to minute-2 was selected as base interval data.  
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (
𝑀𝐴𝑇 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎
 × 100) %                       (1) 
General Linear Model for repeated-Measures analysis in SPSS (version 21.0) was used 
to analyze the data. Two independent variables: type of traffic conditions (NHC and HC) 
and type of secondary Task (NMAT, MAT1, and MAT2) were analyzed by using a 2 X 3 
repeated-measures design.    
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4.4  Results 
4.4.1 Ordering effects of experimental 
To test whether the ordering effects existed on the measurements, we first analyzed 
data of NMATBD1 and NMATBD2.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6(a)~(f): Results of mean value of NMATBD1 and NMATBD2 for each measurement 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
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Figure 4.6 (a)~(f) show the results of the average value of NMATBD1 and NMATBD2 for 
each measurement. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare between 
NMATBD1 and NMATBD2. There was no significant difference in the data from HR for 
NMATBD1 (M = 101.01, SD=4. 13) and NMATBD2 (M=100. 51, SD=2. 85); t (24) =0. 544, 
p=0. 592). There was also no significant difference in the data from HRV for NMATBD1 
(M=198.96.08, SD=172.08) and NMATBD2 (M=153.87, SD=107.87); t(24)=1.13, p=0.269. 
These results suggest that the tasks they performed during the experiment did not give 
an order effect to physiological measurements for the first and the last order of driving 
tasks. 
For performance measurements, there was no significant difference found between 
NMATBD1 (M=108. 37, SD=32. 166), NMATBD2 (M=109. 65, SD=47. 49) at t(24) =. 122, 
p=. 904 for the SDLP. The differences also not significant for Steering Entropy between 
NMATBD1 (M=100.02, SD=0.08) and NMATBD2 (M=100.00, SD=0.06) 
t(24)=0.628,p=0.536. 
While for subjective measurements there were significant differences between 
NMATBD1 and NMATBD2. Results from NASA-TLX shows a significant difference 
between NMATBD1 (M=13.20, SD=9.69), NMATBD2 (M=7.80, SD=6.67), t(24)=3.441, 
p=0.002. And the results from RSME also revealed the same pattern for NMATBD1 and 
NMATBD2, NMATBD1 (M=15.00, SD=10.27), NMATBD2 (M=10.52, SD=9.91), 
t(24)=2.531, p=0.018.  
These results of NMATBD1 and NMATBD2 suggest that there were no ordering effects 
for performance and physiological measurements, however, participants rate differently 
between the first and the last run of an experiment for subjective measurement. They 
might feel there were differences between the first and the last order of the driving task 
because they felt that they were not accustomed to the tasks for the first time. However, 
the results for performance and physiological measurement displayed differently as they 
were no significance difference between NMATBD1 and NMATBD2. It was also to confirm 
that they were accustomed enough to the driving simulator as they practice before starting 
to perform the first run.  
These results also confirmed that for physiological and performance measurements, the 
order effect did not exist. However, care has to be taken when interpreting the subjective 
measurement.  
4.4.2 Regarding the effect of Non-Driving Task to the secondary tasks 
As explained in the previous chapter, NDT had been set before the driving conditions to 
test on how the MAT alone gave an effect to the measurements. Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) show 
the results of Normalized HR and Normalized HRV. A repeated-measures ANOVA within-
subject factors were performed for task conditions. There were significant differences of 
Normalized HR between the conditions, F(1,20)=5.707, p=.002. Post hoc tests were 
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conducted using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni Method, and the results revealed 
that there were significant differences between MAT1NDT and MAT2HC (p=0.045), 
between MAT1NHC and MAT2HC (p=0.002) and between MAT1HC and MAT2HC 
(p=0.009).  
While for the Normalized HRV, the significant differences were found between the 
conditions, F(1,20)=3.929, p=.012. Post hoc tests were conducted using pairwise 
comparisons with Bonferroni Method revealed that the differences were significant 
between MAT2NHC and MAT1HC (p=0.048) and between MAT1HC and MAT2HC 
(p=0.017).  
 
Figure 4.7 Mean value of Normalized HR and Normalized HRV 
From the result of Normalized HR, the differences only significant when compared with 
the most difficult task of MAT2HC where they were performing MAT2 under HC. It was 
also known that, although participants were performing only the MAT without a driving 
task, the data of Normalized HR and HRV show that there was no difference between 
performing the task while driving or not.  This result shows that, the differences between 
driving and not driving was found only when performing an easy level of MAT. When 
performing MAT2, the different was exist.   
4.4.3 Physiological Measurements 
For physiological measurement, a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted from the 
individual means of data. A 2x2x3 mixed factorial design was used, with two sources: 
Finger BVP and ECG were regarded as between-subjects factors and two independent 
variables: type of traffic conditions (NHC and HC) and type of secondary Task (NMAT, 
MAT1, and MAT2) was regarded as within-subjects factors. 
   
 
 
(a) (b) 
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4.4.3.1 Mean HR and Normalized HR 
Table 4.3 Univariate test results for HR and Normalized HR. MAT= Type of a secondary task, 
NMAT, MAT1 and MAT2, Sources= Sources of data, BVP and ECG, TC: Traffic conditions, NHC 
and HC. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser 
corrected when the Mauchly’s test showed a violation of sphericity. 
 
Table 4.3 shows a univariate test on HR and Normalized HRV. As we can see on the 
table, the significant main effect was found on the secondary tasks. Significant main 
effects of Traffic Condition (TC) also found on the Normalized HR F (1,48) =5. 595, p=0. 
022, ƞp2 =0. 104. The interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions also found on both 
HR and Normalized HR.     
 
  
Figure 4.8 Mean value of HR and Normalized HR according to type of secondary Tasks 
Figure 4.8 shows a mean value of HR and Normalized HR according to the type of 
secondary tasks. From the graph, HR was the highest under MAT2 condition (77.27) and 
the lowest value found under NMAT condition (74.66). While for Normalized HR, the 
highest value also found on MAT2 (108.72%) while NMAT recorded the lowest (100.50%). 
A posthoc test using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni Method revealed that 
significant differences were found on between NMAT-MAT1 (p<0.001) and NMAT-MAT2 
(a) (b) 
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(p<0.001) for HR. The difference between NMAT and MAT1 was not identified in HR. 
While for Normalized HR, significant differences were found between these three types of 
secondary tasks as shown in Figure 4.8 (b).  
 
Figure 4.9: Mean value of HR and Normalized HR according to the type of traffic conditions 
Figure 4.9 shows a mean value of HR and Normalized HR according to the type of traffic 
conditions. A significant difference between NHC and HC was found in Normalized HR 
(p=0. 022). The value of Normalized HR was higher during hazardous condition (105.41%) 
compared to Non-Hazardous condition (104.35%).  
 
Figure 4.10 Interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition for HR  
 
NMAT MAT1 MAT2
NHC 73.208 77.395 76.439
HC 76.112 72.239 78.108
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As we can see from Table 4.3, the interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions was 
significant for both HR and Normalized HR. Figure 4.10 shows a graph of interaction 
between MAT and Traffic Conditions on HR. From the graph, under NHC traffic condition, 
HR was increased when participants accomplishing the MAT1 and slightly dropped when 
accomplishing a difficult level of MAT. While under HC, HR was significantly dropped to 
the lowest when accomplishing MAT1 and increased drastically when accomplishing 
MAT2. This phenomenon can be explained as the uncertainty in predicting the HR value 
under hazardous conditions. 
 
Figure 4.11 Interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions for Normalized HR 
Figure 4.11 shows the interaction graph between MAT and Traffic conditions for 
Normalized HR. In this data, a clear trend could be seen from the figure which is the 
increasing level of difficulties of MA Task could lead to increasing value of Normalized HR 
under both traffic conditions. This result could be interpreted as raising the level of 
difficulties of either MAT task or level of complexity on traffic conditions will lead to 
further increased on Normalized HR data.  
From the value of effect size data, we can see that the interaction between MAT and 
Traffic condition gives the biggest effect on the value of HR, ƞp2 =0.452. While for 
Normalized HR, MAT gives higher effect to the value with ƞp2 =0.691.   
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4.4.3.2 Mean HRV and Normalized HRV 
Table 4.4 Univariate test results for HRV and Normalized HRV. MAT= Type of a secondary task, 
NMAT, MAT1 and MAT2, Sources= Sources of data, BVP and ECG, TC: Traffic conditions, NHC 
and HC. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser 
corrected when the Mauchly’s test showed a violation of sphericity. 
 
Table 4.4 shows univariate test results for HRV and Normalized HRV data. As shown 
in the table, significant main effects were found in the interaction between MAT and 
Traffic conditions for HRV value and interaction between MAT and Sources of data for 
Normalized HRV value.  
 
Figure 4.12 Interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions for HRV 
Figure 4.12 shows a graph of interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions for HRV 
data. As shown in the graph, the value of HRV was different according to the traffic 
conditions. The main difference was found when the participants were accomplishing 
MAT1. Under NHC the value was dropped to the lowest on MAT1 and increased again 
when accomplishing the MAT2.  
NMAT MAT1 MAT2
NHC 2.856 1.646 2.220
HC 2.186 2.928 1.694
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Figure 4.13 Interaction between Source of data and MAT on Normalized HRV 
The interaction between sources of data and MAT was found significant for Normalized 
HRV data, F (2,47) =4. 262, p=0. 020, ƞp2 =0. 154. Figure 4.13 shows a graph of interaction 
between the source of data from and MAT on Normalized HRV. From the graph, the data 
from BVP was dropped when participants were accomplishing the difficult level of MAT. 
As our discussion regarding HRV, the more difficult the task is, HRV will decrease, based 
on this data, BVP is more sensitive to the changes of level of difficulties compared to data 
from the ECG.    
4.4.4 Comparison between BVP data and ECG data 
As one of our interests for this experiment was to evaluate the usage of BVP sensor as 
a tool to assess mental workload, we compare the data with ECG data. The usage of BVP 
is practical to be used in real driving conditions as it is non-intrusive to drivers. For this 
evaluation, we only focus on HR data from BVP and ECG.  
To evaluate the usage of BVP as a tool to measure mental workload, a paired-samples 
t-test was conducted to compare HR data from BVP and ECG in driving conditions. The 
differences were not significant in every condition compared to data from the ECG and 
BVP. HR BVP (M=104. 41, SD=6. 98) and HRV ECG (M=104. 57, SD=6. 70); t (249) =-
0.630, p = 0.529.These results suggest that the data from BVP and ECG was the same.  
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Figure 4.14  Scatterplot of ECG and BVP for HR data 
A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to assess the 
relationship between HR from BVP and ECG. There was a positive correlation between 
the two variables, r=0. 971, n=250, p<0.0005. A scatter plot summaries the results (Figure 
4.14). Overall, there was a strong positive correlation between HR from BVP and ECG. 
Increases in HR from ECG according to driving conditions were correlated with increases 
in HR from BVP. 
To further evaluate the usage of BVP, a repeated-measures ANOVA was computed from 
the individual means of HR from BVP and ECG data in six driving conditions (NMATNHC, 
MAT1NHC, MAT2NHC, NMATHC, MAT1HC, and MAT2HC).  
  
 Figure 4.15 Mean Value of HR from ECG and BVP 
The average value of HR data from BVP for the MAT intervals was shown in Figure 
4.15 (a). As illustrated in the graphs, the highest value was found on MAT2HC (M: 77.91: 
SD:9.67), and NMATHC was the lowest of HR value with (M: 72.28, SD: 9.72). The results 
of ANOVA determined that mean HR from BVP differed statistically significantly between 
driving conditions (F (5, 20) =6. 837, p=0. 001, ƞp2 =0. 631).  
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While for ECG, as shown in Figure 4.15 (b) the highest value was found on MAT2HC 
(M: 78.31, SD: 10.40) and NMATHC was the lowest of HR value with (M: 72.20, SD: 10.74). 
The results of repeated-measures ANOVA reveals that mean HR from ECG differed 
statistically significantly between driving conditions (F (5,20) =7. 005, p=0. 001, ƞp2=0. 
637).  
A posthoc test using Bonferroni method was conducted and the results of significant 
difference between conditions shown in Table 4.5.   
Table 4.5 Pairwise Comparisons for HR data from BVP (a) and ECG (b), Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
  
When looking at the significant difference between driving conditions, ECG data were 
able to distinguish more compared to BVP. Especially the difference between NMATNHC 
and MAT1HC which BVP failed to have a significant difference between these two driving 
conditions (p=0. 054). 
For the conclusion of the difference between BVP and ECG, BVP can be used as a tool 
to evaluate mental workload as it comes from the same source of data. However, when we 
look at the accuracy to distinguish between driving conditions, ECG data gives more 
accurate data compared to BVP.   
 
 
4.4.5 Performance Measurements 
 
4.4.5.1 Primary task performance 
For the primary task performance, two ways of lateral performance were measured, 
Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP) and Steering Entropy [52].  
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Table 4.5 Univariate test results for SDLP and Normalized SDLP. MAT= Type of a secondary 
task, NMAT, MAT1 and MAT2, TC: Traffic conditions, NHC and HC. Significant effects (p<0.05) 
are shown in bold. Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected when the Mauchly’s test 
showed a violation of sphericity. 
 
Table 4.5 lists the results of the univariate test for SDLP and Normalized SDLP. From 
the table, significant main effects of MAT were found on both SDLP and Normalized SDLP. 
The effect of traffic conditions was also significant for the SDLP. The results of pairwise 
comparisons and significant differences were shown in Figure 4.16 (a~d).  
  
 
   
 
Figure 4.16: Average SDLP and Normalized SDLP according to the type of secondary task. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Figure 4.16(a) and (b) depict a mean value of the SDLP and Normalized SDLP according 
to the type of secondary tasks. Participants show less lane variability when driving under 
Mathematical Arithmetic Tasks. Post hoc tests were performed, and the results revealed 
that there were significant differences between NMAT and MAT1 (p=. 000) and between 
NMAT and MAT2 (p=. 000). There was no significant difference found between MAT1 and 
MAT2 (p=1. 000). From the graph, SDLP was below the value of 100% when participants 
were opposed to Mathematical Arithmetic Task either MAT1 or MAT2.  
   Figure 4.16 (c) shows the mean value of measurements according to traffic condition. 
From the results, participants swerve less when driving on HC traffic conditions. This 
result also different with our expectations that the driver will swerve more under the 
hazardous conditions. 
Table 4.6 Univariate test results for Steering Entropy and Normalized SE. MAT= Type of a 
secondary task, NMAT, MAT1 and MAT2, TC: Traffic conditions, NHC and HC. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold.  
 
Table 4.6s shows the results of the univariate test for Steering Entropy and Normalized 
steering entropy (SE). From the table, significant main effects of MAT were found on both 
SE and Normalized SE. The results of pairwise comparisons and significant differences 
were shown in Figure 4.17 (a~d).  
Figure 4.17 (a) and (b) shows a mean value of Steering Entropy and Normalized Steering 
Entropy as functions of a secondary task. Participants show higher Steering Entropy value 
when driving under Mathematical Arithmetic Tasks. Post hoc tests were conducted using 
pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni Method, and the results revealed that the 
differences were significant between NMAT and MAT1 (p<. 001) and between NMAT and 
MAT2 (p<. 001). There was no significant difference found between MAT1 and MAT2 (p=0. 
915). There was also no significant main effect of Traffic Condition found on Steering 
Entropy and Normalized Steering Entropy. There was also no interaction between MAT 
and Traffic conditions.  
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Figure 4.17 Average value of Steering Entropy and Normalized SE 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) (d) 
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4.4.5.2 Secondary Task performance 
 
Figure 4.18  Mean value of Percentage of the Correct answer (+SE) for secondary task.  
Table 4.7 Univariate test results for the percentage of the correct answer. MAT= Type of a 
secondary task, NMAT, MAT1 and MAT2, TC: Traffic conditions, NHC and HC. Significant effects 
(p<0.05) are shown in bold.  
 
Figure 4.18 shows a percentage of correct answer of a secondary task. From the graph, 
the performance of participants dropped when performing MAT2. A repeated-measures 
ANOVA was conducted, and the results show that a significant main effect of MAT found 
in the percentage of the correct answer, F (1,24) =10. 629, p=. 003, ƞp2 =0. 307, as shown 
in Table 4.7. Post hoc tests were conducted using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni 
Method, and the result revealed that there wa.a significant difference. Between MAT1 and 
MAT2 (p=0. 001). The significant main effect was not found for Traffic Condition on the 
percentage of the correct answer, F (1,24) =2. 971, p=. 098, ƞp2, =0. 110. The interaction 
between MAT and TC also not significant, F (1,24) =1. 165, p=0. 291, ƞp2 =0. 046.  
From the results, the performance of secondary task was dropped when they are 
accomplishing a difficult level of secondary tasks. 
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4.4.6 Subjective measurements 
For subjective measurements, two kinds of subjective measurements were analyzed, the 
NASA-TLX and RSME.  
Table 4.8 Univariate test results for NASA-TLX and RSME. MAT= Type of a secondary task, 
NMAT, MAT1 and MAT2, TC: Traffic conditions, NHC and HC. Significant effects (p<0.05) are 
shown in bold.  
 
Table 4.8 shows univariate test results for subjective measurements of NASA-TLX and 
RSME. From the table, significant main effects were found for MAT and Traffic conditions 
for both NASA-TLX and RSME. The interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions was 
found significant for RSME.  
  
  
 Figure 4.19 Mean value of NASA-TLX (+SE) and RSME (+SE) 
 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) (d) 
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Figure 4.19 (a)(b) show the rating for NASA-TLX and RSME according to the secondary 
tasks. Post hoc tests were conducted using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni Method, 
and the results revealed that the differences were significance between NMAT and MAT1 
(p=0.000), between NMAT and MAT2 (p=0.000) and between MAT1 and MAT2 (p=0.003) 
for NASA-TLX. For RSME, the significant differences were found between NMAT and 
MAT1 (p=0. 000), between NMAT and MAT2 (p=0. 000) and between MAT1 and MAT2 
(p=0. 013) respectively. Both of the measurements indicate that MAT2 gives the highest 
value among others. NMAT recorded as the lowest among others.  
Figure 4.19 (c~d) shows graphs of the mean value for NASA-TLX and RSME according 
to traffic conditions. The main effect of Traffic Condition was also significant 
F(1,24)=33.285, p =0.000. Post hoc tests revealed that there were significant differences 
between NMAT and MAT1 (p=0.000), between NMAT and MAT2 (p=0.000) and between 
MAT1 and MAT2 (p=0.013). Participants rated driving in hazardous conditions a higher 
mental workload, then non-hazardous condition.    
 
Figure 4.20 Interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition for RSME 
 Figure 4.20 shows the interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions for RSME. 
According to the graph, the increasing level of difficulties from secondary task and under 
more complex traffic condition will give a higher value of mental workload to the drivers. 
Both of the results from subjective measurements suggest that participants rated the most 
difficult task were during MAT2HC when they were performing a difficult level of the 
secondary task under hazardous condition.  
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4.5 Discussion 
4.5.1 Comparison between BVP and ECG data  
Evaluation of usage of BVP to assess mental workload under different driving conditions. 
Results from the HR correlate highly between BVP and ECG. Further analysis of the 
differences reveals that, although the data from BVP was the same with ECG, regarding 
the accuracy of distinguishing between driving conditions, ECG data was more accurate. 
This result is maybe due to the nature of the data which the data from ECG is taken from 
direct sources of heart rate, while the data from BVP is taken from the blood circulation 
on the finger. Overall, we think that BVP also can be used as mental workload 
measurements as it is non-intrusive to the drivers and the data was robust. 
4.5.2 The main effects of driving conditions on the measurements.  
In the introduction, we explained that we would like to explore the internal and external 
factors of mental workload by the manipulating levels of difficulties of tasks. In this 
experiment, MAT was set as an internal factor of mental workload by manipulating the 
level of difficulties of secondary tasks (NMAT-MAT1-MAT2).  
While traffic conditions of NHC and HC were regarded as external factors. By 
manipulating the difficulties of traffic conditions with the assumption that while driving 
on HC situation, participants had to pay a proper attention continuously and controlling 
the vehicle safely so that they not meet with accidents. In this traffic condition, the 
demand of mental workload was increased.  
Table 4.9 Summary of Significant main effects of driving conditions on the measurements 
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Table 4.9 shows a summary result of significant main effects on driving conditions based 
each measurement groups. A yellow color of the column represents a significant main 
effect based on p-value less than 0.5. While the blue color of the column indicates the value 
of the effect size of partial eta square which was dominant among other effects (MAT, 
Traffic Condition, and interaction between Traffic condition and MAT) in the 
measurement.  
Based on the results, significant main effects of MAT were found in almost all 
measurements except for HRV and normalized HRV. While for traffic conditions, a 
significant effect was found in Normalized HR, SDLP, and both subjective measurements. 
Based on the effect size of partial eta square, it can be concluded that for this experiment, 
the effect of secondary task was bigger than traffic conditions. It could be interpreted as, 
in this experiment, internal factors affect more than external factors of mental workload.    
One of the interpretations for this result is while performing the tasks, because of 
demand from secondary task was higher than a primary task, participants may regard 
the secondary task as the main task.  
4.5.3 Interaction between internal and external factors of mental workload 
To discuss the interaction between secondary task and traffic conditions, we refer to 
Table 4.9. Significant interactions between MAT and Traffic Conditions were found on HR, 
Normalized HR and HRV data for physiological and RSME for subjective measurement.  
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Figure 4.21 (a~d) Interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition 
Figure 4.21 shows graphs of interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition that we 
found significant. A similar trend we can see for Normalized HR and RSME where the 
higher the level of difficulties of the task the higher indication of mental workload 
measurements. This indication can be interpreted as the more difficult the task from 
internal and external factors, resulted in the higher mental workload.  
However, a different interaction between secondary task and traffic conditions for HR 
and HRV data. For HR data, in HC condition, while accomplishing the easy level of 
secondary task, the HR data shows a decreased. It was risen again in MAT2 conditions to 
be the highest. The reverse pattern could be seen on HRV, as the common idea of the 
higher the mental workload is HR will increase while HRV decrease. 
To explain this phenomenon, we think that the trade-off between the difficulty in traffic 
conditions and increasing difficulties on internal factors of mental workload. This trade-
off maybe could be explained by looking at the single resource theory by Kahneman [21]. 
It also depends on the allocation policy in a human operator. 
When we look at the overall results and only consider the results from normalization 
data as it is more accurate to estimate the workload data, we can conclude that the 
combination of internal and external factors will further increase the mental workload. 
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4.5.4 Relationship between Mental Workload and Driving Performance 
 
Figure 4.22 Overall results for evaluation of mental workload 
Figure 4.22 shows the overall results for evaluation of mental workload. For internal 
factors, all measurement data show the increasing trend of mental workload except for 
SDLP shows an improvement of lateral control performance.  
When participants were not performing any secondary task under NMAT condition, 
they were able to maintain the performance, and the subjective measurements show that 
the mental workload was the lowest. The data from HR and Normalized HR of 
physiological measurements also indicate that the mental workload was at the lowest level. 
This condition could be interpreted as they were in Region A2.  
While participants were performing the easy level of secondary task (MAT1), the data 
of subjective measurements started to increase. The data from Normalized HR also 
indicate a significant increasing compared to the data in NMAT condition. While for main 
task performance measurements, the data of Normalized SDLP start to decrease and the 
Normalized Steering Entropy started to increase. However, the data of HRV and 
Normalized HRV shows no significant difference between performing NMAT and MAT1. 
We conclude that when opposing MAT1, they were in Region A3. Relationship between 
driving performance and mental workload 
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When looking at the overall data in Figure 4.22, we can see that the SDLP and Steering 
Entropy show changes between NMAT and MAT1. For physiological measurements, HR 
shows an increase in from NMAT and MAT1 and also from MAT1 to MAT2. The same 
results of increasing mental workload we can see for subjective measurements. These 
results can be interpreted as for this experiment the internal factors affect the decrease in 
performance and increase in mental workload. This finding was contradictory with the 
idea of the existence of the region A3 in de Waard’s model where participants exerted their 
effort to maintain performance. In the model, because of making their effort to cope with 
the increasing demand of mental workload, the changes in physiological measurements 
could be found first before the changes in performance measurements. While in this 
experiment, it seems that performance and mental workload change concurrently each 
other in the same region. 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Mapping between Normalized HR and RSME 
Figure 4.23 shows a mapping graph between a physiological measurement of 
Normalized HR and a subjective measurement of RSME. As shown in the mapping chart, 
under NMATNHC and NMATHC conditions where participants have not performed any 
MAT, Normalized HR was almost 100% and close to the value of Baseline Driving (100%). 
While for RSME, the participant's rate both NMATNHC and NMATHC were the lowest 
A3 
A2 Baseline 
Driving 
B 
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among others. By considering these points, it is appropriate to map these two conditions 
under region A2 where the drivers were in low workload.  
Under the MAT1NHC the Normalized HR was increased to above 104%, and the rating 
of RSME was also higher than NMATHC. It means that the demand of workload for the 
task was greater than performing NMATHC. They were in a different region as before. 
While in both conditions of MAT2NHC and MAT1HC, the Normalized HR and RSME were 
about in the same location. It is suitable to map these three conditions into Region A3, 
where participants were exerting their effort to cope with the increasing demand of 
workload.  
Finally, under the MAT2HC driving condition, the Normalized HR was increased to 
above 110% and was rated as the most difficult task among others. It is appropriate to 
map MAT2HC as under region B where the participants were actually in an overload 
condition.  
 
Figure 4.24 The relationship between Performance and Mental Workload 
Figure 4.24 shows a relationship between performance and mental workload 
based on de Waard’s 1996. We tried to map the relationship with the data we get from our 
experiments. From overall results, we can see that for internal factors, the performance 
starts to change when the participants tried to solve MAT. The data from physiological 
and subjective measurements show that the mental workload was also increased when 
they were accomplishing the MAT. We can draw a line as in Figure 4-23 that under 
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internal factors the performance starts to deteriorate as the mental workload increased. 
We also argued that Region A3 which explained as a task-related effort does not exist 
when participants, contacting with internal factors in this experiment.  
Reversely thinking, for external factors, as we do not find any changes in 
physiological measurements when contacting with external factors, it may show that there 
is maybe no effect of external factors in this experiment of mental workload.  
Another point to discuss regarding the performance is the reducing of SDLP and 
increasing Steering Entropy while accomplishing the mental arithmetic task. The 
reducing SDLP is consistent with our finding for Experiment#1. For further explanation 
we added another measurement which is Steering Entropy to give an answer whether this 
phenomenon can regard as improvement of performance or otherwise decrement. Based 
on the results of this experiment we concluded that the reduced SDLP was resulted from 
internal factors and does not mean an improvement in driving performance.  
In this experiment, there were three experimental conditions that we think influence 
the results and needed a further research, 1. The primary task was to maintain in the 
middle of a straight lane with a wide lane width (3.5m wide). 2: The secondary task used 
in this experiment was only from the auditory task which not required any disturbance on 
the sight of the participants. 3: Participants were asked to follow a lead vehicle (LV) and 
have to pay intention on only the movement of LV.  
Another possible explanation is that participants were told to drive in the middle of the 
road and follow the FV, they had no discrete value of performance. However, when exerted 
to MAT1, they started to put their effort to the steering and less variability lateral position 
can be seen from the SDLP data and also a higher steering entropy data can be seen from 
the performance.  
These results support our assumption that the decrease in SDLP value in Experiment#1 
does not mean the performance of drivers deteriorate, but merely to indicate that they are 
not paying their attention to the driving and focusing on the internal factors resulted in 
their swerve less in the SDLP.  
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4.5.5 Factors of increasing mental workload 
 
Figure 4.25 Factors of increasing mental workload in Experiment#2 
Figure 4.25 shows factors of increasing mental workload that we think to affect the 
mental workload measurement in Experiment#2. As in this Experiment#2, we are 
focusing on internal factors, based on the data from physiological and subjective 
measurements; we were able to distinguish between levels of difficulties in internal factors 
by designing NMAT-MAT1 and MAT2. It is also appropriate to interprete as the more 
complex the content that a driver’s thinking, the more effect we can observe on 
physiological measurements.  
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4.6 Conclusion 
Conclusions from this experiment are as follows:  
1. MAT that represents the internal factors gives more effects to the participants 
than Traffic Conditions which represent the external factors. The more complex 
the content is, the more mental workload. 
2. The combination of external and internal will further increase mental workload.  
3. Through the normalization of data and combination between physiological and 
subjective measurement, we were able to map the driving conditions MAT2HC-  
Region B (Overload), NMATNHC-NMATHC: Region A2 (Low load), MAT1NHC,  
MAT1HC, MAT2NHC: Region A3 (Task-related effort) 
4. SDLP decrease when imposing with MAT and no further decrease when opposing 
with the more difficult level of MAT. The decreasing value of SDLP does not mean 
an improvement in driving performance.  
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Chapter 5 External factors of mental workload  
5.1 General overview and aims 
In Experiment#2, we found that the main effects between driving conditions were 
mainly from internal factors. Some of the measurements such as normalized HR show that 
further increase the difficulties in internal factors will give a higher mental workload to 
drivers. For performance measurements, the differences only found for between NMAT 
and MAT1.    
As we focused internal factors of mental workload in Experiment#2, and the results 
show that the traffic conditions did not give effect to the drivers, we designed 
Experiment#3 to find another factor that affects the driver’s mental workload. In 
Experiment#3, we focused on external factors in increasing mental workload. Further 
research on a different kind of traffic condition and in a different environment has to be 
taken to confirm the phenomena especially regarding the lateral control of the vehicle.  It 
is worth finding the relationship between those measurements in a different kind of traffic 
condition and geometry.   
The main objective of this experiment was to investigate the relationship between 
increased workload and driving performance by manipulating levels of difficulties of the 
external factors of mental workload. We also want to give an insight regarding other 
factors that may affect mental workload such as driving experience. The specific aims of 
this experiment as follows:  
1. To validate the hypothetical relationship between mental workload and 
performance with experimental data.  
2. To acquire a better understanding of mental workload theory with consideration of 
internal and external factors.   
3. To evaluate the effects of external factors of mental workload to driver’s mental 
workload.  
4. To assess the effects of experience in driving to driver's mental workload.          
5.2 Hypotheses 
Our hypotheses for this experiment as follows: 
1. The combination of internal and external factors will increase driver’s mental 
workload.  
2. The decreasing value of SDLP does not mean the improvement in performance.  
3. The external factors will give more effects to driver’s mental workload  
4. The experience of driving will give different results on handling with workload from 
internal or external factors 
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5.3 Method 
5.3.1 Participants 
Overall 55 male participants participated in this experiment. During the experiment, 
five participants withdrew because of simulator sickness. From 50 participants divided 
into two groups. 1) Novice and 2) Experienced. They recruited based on these criteria:   
 Novice: The person who is in age between 18 Years old to 25 years old. Has a valid 
driving license for less than five years.  
 Experienced: The person who is in age above 25 years old and has a valid driving 
license for more than five years.  
 For novice group, 28 Participants with mean age: 21.5 Years old, SD: 1.4. Their average 
driving experience was 2.5 Years, SD: 1.14. While for the Experienced group, total 22 
participants were recruited. Their mean age was 31.4 Years old, SD: 4.6 and their average 
driving experience was 12.1 Years, SD: 4.63.  
 5.3.2 Apparatus 
A fixed-base driving simulator developed by Mitsubishi Precision, Inc was used (Figure 
5.1). It consists of 5 TV screens (H109.6xW61.6mm). The location of screen projectors as 
shown in Figure 5.1 (b). Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) data were recorded with the Nexus-10 
device. The software on Mind media was used to analyze data of HR and HRV. BVP device 
attaches to a finger of participants.   
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 5.1 The driving simulator used in the study 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (b) 
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5.3.3 Tasks 
5.3.3.1 Main Task (External Factor)  
The main task was to drive safely in the left lane. As we mentioned before, for this 
experiment, we want to focus on the effects of external factors to driver mental workload. 
In all traffic conditions, participants were asked to follow a lead vehicle located in front of 
the host vehicle, and the following vehicle was located behind the host vehicle as shown in 
Figure 5.2. If they meet with a crash during a trial, participants would have to start a new 
trial all over again. This way, participants will try their best for not being involved in a 
crash. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Location of LV and FV 
Table 5.1 Specification of Traffic Conditions 
 
Table 5.1 shows the specification of traffic conditions been used in this experiment. As 
shown in the table, five traffic condition has been designed in this experiment. 
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 Non-Hazardous Condition (NHC) 
The driving course for Non-Hazardous Condition was the same traffic condition as in 
Experiment#1 and Experiment#2. The road was designed to be a straight pathway with 
approximately 10km distance with 3.5m width lane. In this traffic condition, participants 
drive in a highway traffic environment and the both Lead and following vehicle cruise with 
85km/h constant speed throughout 7 minutes of a trial.  
 Narrow Road Driving (NRD) 
For Narrow Road Driving (NRD) condition, participants need to drive in a highway traffic 
condition, and both lead and following vehicle drove with 85km/h. The width of the road 
for this traffic condition was reduced from 3.5 to 2.75m. 
 
Figure 5.3 Narrow Road Driving (NRD) 
Figure 5.3 shows the experiment environment and the different width between NHC 
and NRD traffic conditions.  
 
 Curve Road Driving (CRD) 
For curve driving, the cruising speed, the environment and the width of the road were 
the same as the NHC. The difference was only in the geometry of the road where 
participants have to experience a continuous curved with a radius of 250m throughout the 
7 minutes of a trial.  
Figure 5.4 shows the road geometry and environment for the curve road driving 
condition. 
 
NHC 
NRD 
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Figure 5.4 Curve Road Driving Geometry and Environment 
 Hazardous Condition (HC) 
Under HC condition, participants were also asked to maintain the distance between LV 
and FV. At this time, both LV and FV cruised between the speed of 20km/h and 65km/h. 
Intentionally LV and FV performed an abrupt braking of 0.35g and also a quick 
acceleration. Time to make a sudden braking and rapid acceleration were determined at 
random (approximately twice the speed of the changes for each 400-meter run). The 
participants were requested to ensure a safe following distance and to be careful to an 
abrupt variation of speed on both FV and LV.  
 Urban Hazardous Condition (UHC) 
In Urban Hazardous Condition, the traffic condition and the movement were the same 
with HC. However, we change the environment from driving on highway course to drive 
on the urban road. Figure 5.5 shows the traffic environment and the view from the 
experiment.  
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Figure 5.5 Urban Hazardous Condition (UHC) 
5.3.3.2 Secondary Task (Internal Factor) 
For the internal factor of mental workload, a secondary task has been used. Participants 
were requested to carry out a two-minute Mathematical Arithmetic Task (MAT) in a 7-
minute trial, 150 seconds after the start and finished in 270 seconds of a trial as shown in 
Figure 5.6. This consideration has been made to decrease the noise due to the start of a 
trial. The data of the 30s at the start and 30s before the end was regarded as a buffer time. 
For this experiment, we only used MAT2 (mathematical arithmetic task with two-digit 
numbers- the difficult level of MA task). The same with has been used in the previous 
experiment. NMAT indicates as no mathematical arithmetic task being performed in this 
experiment.  
 
Figure 5.6 Time period for one trial  
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5.3.4 Experimental Design 
The tasks were designed using two manipulations in a within-subject factors factorial 
design: Secondary Task (NMAT, or MAT2) and Traffic Condition (NHC, Width, Curve, HC, 
or Urban Hazardous).  
5.3.5 Procedure 
Upon arriving at the venue of the experiment, participants were explained regarding 
the experiment and signed a consent letter. They were given time to get familiarized with 
the simulator and also the MAT2. Before starting the experiment, BVP sensor device was 
attached to the right-hand finger of participants, while ECG to be attached to the chest of 
participants, and the Headband BVP sensor was attached to the forehead of participants. 
As shown in Table 5.2, every participant performed ten types of combinations between 
secondary task and the traffic condition. As a subjective measurement, participants were 
requested to answer NASA-TLX [27] and RSME [64] immediately after finishing every 
trial. We changed the time from 6 minutes in a trial to 7 minutes as shown in Figure 5.6.  
In this experiment, MAT2NDT was the condition when the participants only performed 
MAT2 under Non-Driving Task. They had to sit on the steering wheel and were given 
numbers to solve MAT2, first two minutes they were requested to solve the calculation by 
not uttering it. They just need to hear the number being produced by the speaker. After 
finishing the first two minutes, then they were asked to answer the MAT2 verbally.  
Our intention was to find if there was an effect on physiological measurements of MAT2 
by just thinking in their mind without verbally answer it with they do both the calculation 
and verbally answer it.  
Table 5.2 Experiment Procedure 
                
 
Training Session:  
For the training session, we designed a course that including four types of road 
conditions. Each of the road conditions took approximately 2 minutes to be tested, and 
they were connected each other. In the beginning, they were asked to follow the lead 
vehicle and drove in a Baseline Driving road condition, in a highway environment and 
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3.5m width lane. After finishing arriving at the end of the road, they drove in the same 
highway environment, but with a narrower path of 2.75 m. After reaching the end of the 
road, they tried to drive in curve road condition in the highway environment and finally, 
they drove in an urban road environment.  
During this training session, they would hear two types of warning message intended 
to help them performing better in the real trial. 
1．“中央車線を目安に走行してください” translated as “Please drive in the middle of 
the lane as a reference” if they were stepping out from the lane. 
 2．“速度をあげてください” translated as “Please increase your speed” if the 
distance between Lead Vehicle and Host Vehicle is larger than 30 meters.    
5.3.6 Dependent Variables 
Below is the list of Dependent Variables tested in this experiment while the independent 
variables were the Driving conditions and the age of participants? 
 
5.3.7 Data Analysis 
To increase the accuracy of estimation the levels of mental workload as we discussed in 
chapter 3, we normalized physiological and performance data. This method is useful to 
find a standard value that indicates the same level of mental workload. It was also to 
ensure that data were not affected by “state-related effort” especially fatigue, e.g. 
considering the data maybe has already increased from the beginning of one trial and not 
only during performing MAT.  
Normalization equation as shown in equation (2). In a 7-minute trial, minute 2.30 to 
minute 4.30 from the beginning was regarded as MAT Period data.  
We set two minutes of 30 seconds after starting a trial as a ‘Base Interval’ and compared 
the data to MAT period from 150s to 270s of a trial. Results from Experiment#1 were also 
used to determine the base interval which is 120s (the same length with MAT period data). 
The interval between 30 seconds to 150 seconds was selected as base interval data.  
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𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (
𝑀𝐴𝑇 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎
 × 100) %                       (2) 
General Linear Model for Repeated-measures analysis in SPSS (version 21.0) was used 
to analyze the data. Three independent variables: Age of participants (two groups), types 
of secondary Task (NMAT and MAT2) and types of traffic conditions (NHC, NRD, CRD, 
HC, and UHC) were analyzed by using a 2 X 2 X 3 mixed factorial repeated-measures 
design.    
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5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Non-Driving Task 
A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with Sources (Finger BVP, Head BVP, and 
ECG) and Group (Novice and Experienced) as between-subjects factors. A 2x2x2 mixed 
factorial designed was used with HR during 2 minutes of “Listening” to the MAT2 and 2 
Minutes of actually “answer” the task verbally as within-subjects factors. Both of these 
tasks were performed under non-Driving Task.  
As shown in Figure 5.7, there were significant differences between Listen and Answer, 
F(1,144)=0.258, p=0.612, ƞp2 =0.002. The differences between Groups and Sources were 
not significant, F(1,144)=0.258, p=0.612, ƞp2 =0.002 and F(2,144)=0.027, p=0.973, ƞp2 
=0.000 respectively. The interaction between those factors also not significant.   
 
Figure 5.7 Results of MAT2NDT 
These results show that the secondary task they performed was different between 
merely listening to the task without answering it with actually answering it verbally. It 
gives us an insight on the designing of a secondary task. It also gives us information about 
the physiological data that we acquired may be affected by the verbal response to the task. 
However, as we cannot confirm whether while listening, they were actually ‘think’ to 
answer to the MAT2 or not. We make a consideration about the results of physiological 
measurements presented in this experiment were mixed between response as a result of 
“think to answer the task” and “answer the task verbally”.    
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5.4.2 Physiological Measurement 
5.4.2.1 HR and Normalized HR 
An analysis of variance with repeated measures was computed from the individual 
means of HR and Normalized HR in five traffic conditions (Baseline, Narrow, Curve, 
Hazardous and Urban Hazardous). A 3x2x2x5 mixed factorial design was used. Three type 
of sources (Finger BVP, ECG or Head BVP) and two driving experience groups (Novice or 
Experienced) as between-subjects factors.Two types of secondary task (NMAT or MAT2) 
and five traffic conditions (Baseline, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous Condition and Urban 
Hazardous Condition) as within-subjects factors. 
Table 5.3 Univariate test results for HR and Normalized HR. MAT= Type of a secondary task, 
NMAT and MAT2, Sources= Sources of data, Finger BVP, Headband BVP and ECG, Group: 
Novice and Experienced, TC: Traffic Conditions, NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous, and Curve 
Hazardous. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-
Geiser corrected when Mauchly’s test showed a violation of sphericity. 
 
Table 5.3 shows univariate test results for HR and Normalized HR data. According to 
the results of repeated-measures ANOVA, the significant main effect of the type of 
secondary tasks was on both HR and Normalized HR, F(1,144)=133.994, p<0.001, ƞp2 
=0.482 and F(1,144)=133.994, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.513 respectively. The interaction between 
MAT and Traffic conditions was also found statistically significant for the Normalized HR 
data, F(3.2,466.2)=2.872, p<0.032, ƞp2 =0.020.  
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Figure 5.8 Mean HR based on type of secondary task  
Figure 5.8 shows graphs of the average value of HR and Normalized HR according to 
the type of secondary task. As shown in the figure, HR during MAT2 was higher than 
during no mathematical arithmetic task. This result is consistent with our previous 
experiment which HR and Normalized HR were higher when accomplishing the MAT2 
type of secondary task. 
 
  
Figure 5.9 Mean HR and Normalized HR according to the Traffic conditions 
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Figure 5.9 shows graphs of the mean value for HR and Normalized HR data according 
to the type of Traffic Conditions. Analysis of repeated ANOVA’s results indicate that the 
differences between the traffic conditions was not significant, HR: F(2.6, 373.6)=0.884, 
p=0.437, ƞp2 =0.024, Normalized HR : F(3.1, 439.8)=1.126, p=0.339, ƞp2 =0.008.  
 
Figure 5.10 The interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition 
For Normalized HR data, the interaction between MAT and Traffic conditions was found 
significant, F(3.2,466.2)=2.872, p=0.032, ƞp2 =0.020.  The graph in Figure 5.10 illustrates 
the interaction. The value of Normalized HR on all traffic conditions was higher when 
participants were accomplishing the secondary task compared to NMAT. It also can be 
seen here that during NMAT, HR was higher in curve road traffic condition compared to 
baseline driving. However, when accomplishing the MAT2 the trend did not exist anymore 
with NHC driving gives the highest value among others (107.41%). 
5.4.2.2 HRV and Normalized HRV 
The same analysis as HR and Normalized HR was performed to HRV and Normalized 
HRV data.  
Table 5.4 shows univariate test results for HRV and Normalized HRV data. According 
to the results of repeated-measures ANOVA, the significant main effect of the type of 
secondary tasks was found on HRV data, F(1,144)=8.287, p=0.005, ƞp2 =0.054. Significant 
main effects of sources of data also found for HRV data, F(2,144)=7.875, p=0.001, ƞp2 =0.099. 
Another significant main effect was found for Normalized HRV on the interaction between 
Traffic conditions and Groups of participants, Novice and Experienced, F(2.2,309.5)=4.060, 
p<0.016, ƞp2 =0.027. 
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Table 5.4 Univariate test results for HRV and Normalized HRV. MAT= Type of a secondary task, 
NMAT and MAT2, Sources= Sources of data, Finger BVP, Headband BVP and ECG, Group: 
Novice and Experienced, TC: Traffic Conditions, NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous, and Curve 
Hazardous. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-
Geiser corrected when Mauchly’s test showed a violation of sphericity. 
 
 
  
Figure 5.11 Mean value of HRV according to the type secondary task 
Figure 5.11 shows the mean value graphs of HRV and Normalized HRV according to the 
type of secondary task. From the graphs, HRV was reduced significantly (p<0.001) when 
participants were accomplishing the MAT2. This reduction was not found during our 
previous experiment. The existence of secondary task was reduced the HRV value.      
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Figure 5.12 Mean value of HRV according to Traffic conditions 
Figure 5.12 shows the average value of HRV and Normalized HRV according to traffic 
conditions. From the graph, the lowest value of HR was found on Hazardous Condition 
(2.33), while NHC recorded the lowest for Normalized HRV, 125.1%. The results of 
repeated ANOVA, however, reveal that the differences were not significant.   
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5.4.3 Performance Measurements 
5.4.3.1 Primary task  
a) Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP) 
An analysis of variance with repeated-measures was computed from the individual 
means of SDLP and Normalized SDLP in five traffic conditions (Baseline, Narrow, Curve, 
Hazardous and Urban Hazardous). A 2x2x5 mixed factorial design was used, driving 
experience group (Novice or Experienced) as between-subjects factors and type of 
secondary task (NMAT or MAT2) and traffic conditions (NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous 
Condition and Urban Hazardous Condition) as within-subjects factors. 
Table 5.5 Univariate test results for SDLP and Normalized SDLP. MAT= Type of a secondary 
task, NMAT, and MAT2, Group: Novice and Experienced, TC: Traffic Conditions, NHC, Narrow, 
Curve, Hazardous, and Curve Hazardous. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees 
of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected when Mauchly’s test showed violation of sphericity 
 
Table 5.5 shows univariate test results for SDLP and Normalized SDLP data. According 
to the results of repeated-measures ANOVA, significant main effect of the type of 
secondary tasks was found on both SDLP and Normalized SDLP data, F(1,48)=101.118, 
p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.678 and F(1,48)=117.830, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.711, respectively. The effects of 
Traffic conditions were also significant for both SDLP and Normalized SDLP,  
F(1.9,93.1)=159.098, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.768 and F(1.7, 80.4)=135.308, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.738, 
respectively. The interaction between MAT and Traffic Conditions was also found 
significant on SDLP and Normalized SDLP, SDLP: F(3.2,155.4)=5.880, p=0.001, ƞp2 =0.109 
and Normalized SDLP: F(3.3,158.3)=4.424, p=0.004, ƞp2 =0.084. Significant main effects of 
groups was also found for SDLP data, F(1,48)=7.851, p=0.007, ƞp2 =0.141. Another 
significant main effect was found for Normalized SDLP on the interaction between Traffic 
conditions and Groups of participants, Novice and Experienced, F(3.2,155.4)=5.880, 
p=0.001, ƞp2 =0.109.  
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Figure 5.13 Mean value for SDLP and Normalized SDLP according to the type of secondary 
task 
Figure 5.13 shows a mean value of SDLP and Normalized SDLP for the type of 
secondary task. According to graphs, both SDLP and Normalized SDLP was significantly 
reduced when participants were accomplishing secondary tasks. This phenomena could be 
interpreted as participants less swerving when accomplishing a secondary task. This 
finding is consistent with our previous findings from Experiment#1 and Experiment#2.   
 
Figure 5.14 Mean value of SDLP among Traffic Conditions 
Figure 5.14 shows the mean value of SDLP among the traffic conditions. As 
shown in the figure, SDLP was the highest under Curve conditions, and the differences 
were significant among other traffic conditions. The lowest value for SDLP was recorded 
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from Hazardous traffic conditions with 0.122m. The difference between Baseline and 
Hazardous Conditions was also found significant (p<0.001).  
 
 
Figure 5.15  Mean Normalized SDLP among traffic conditions 
Figure 5.15 shows the average value of Normalized SDLP among the traffic 
conditions. As shown in the graph, Normalized SDLP was still the highest under Curve 
conditions, and the differences were significant among other traffic conditions. The 
lowest value for Normalized SDLP was recorded from Hazardous traffic conditions. The 
difference between Baseline and Hazardous Conditions was also found significant 
(p<0.001).  
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Figure 5.16 Interaction between MAT and Traffic Conditions 
Figure 5.16 (a) shows a graph of interaction between MAT and Traffic Conditions. As 
shown in the graph the mean of SDLP was higher in all traffic conditions when 
participants were accomplishing the secondary task of MAT2. Figure 5.16 (b) also shows 
a similar trend for Normalized SDLP data.   
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b) Steering entropy 
As for steering entropy data, a similar analysis as SDLP has been performed on the data.   
Table 5.6 Univariate test results for Steering Entropy and Normalized Steering Entropy. 
MAT= Type of a secondary task, NMAT, and MAT2, Group: Novice and Experienced, TC: 
Traffic Conditions, NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous, and Curve Hazardous. Significant 
effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
Table 5.6 shows univariate test results for Steering Entropy and Normalized SE data. 
According to the results of repeated-measures ANOVA, significant main effects of the type 
of secondary tasks were found on both Steering Entropy and Normalized SE data, 
F(1,48)=154.852, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.763 and F(1,48)=149.918, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.757, 
respectively. The effects of Traffic conditions were also significant for both Steering 
Entropy and Normalized SE, F(4,45)=72.313, p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.865 and F(4,45)=70.12, 
p<0.001, ƞp2 =0.862, respectively. The interaction between MAT and Traffic Conditions was 
also found significant on Steering Entropy and Normalized SE, Steering Entropy: 
F(4,45)=4.979, p=0.002, ƞp2 =0.307 and Normalized SE:F(4,45)=5.110, p=0.002, ƞp2 =0.312. 
Significant main effects of groups were also found for Steering Entropy data, 
F(1,48)=6.470, p=0.014, ƞp2 =0.119.  
 
Figure 5.17 Mean value of Steering Entropy and Normalized SE according to traffic 
conditions 
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Figure 5.17 shows a mean value of Steering Entropy and Normalized SE according to 
the type of secondary tasks. According to the graphs, values of Steering Entropy were 
significantly increased when participants were accomplishing the secondary tasks of 
MAT2. These findings are also consistent with our finding in Experiment#2.  
 
Figure 5.18 Mean value of Steering Entropy among traffic conditions 
Figure 5.18 shows the average value of mean steering entropy according to traffic 
conditions. The mean value was the highest when participants were driving under curve 
road conditions. The lowest value can be found in the hazardous condition. The mean value 
of steering entropy also higher when they have to drive in narrow road condition.  
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Figure 5.19 Mean value of Normalized SE according to traffic conditions 
Figure 5.19 shows an average value of Normalized SE according to traffic 
conditions. Same pattern with Steering Entropy data, driving during curves traffic 
conditions gives the highest value of steering entropy. There was also significant 
differences between curves and other traffic conditions. The lowest value of Normalized 
SE was found on Hazardous condition (99.99%), almost the same with baseline data.  
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Figure 5.20 Interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition 
 Figure 5.20 (a) shows a graph of interaction between MAT and Traffic Conditions for 
Steering Entropy data. As shown in the graph the mean of steering entropy was higher in 
all traffic conditions when participants were accomplishing the secondary task of MAT2. 
Figure 5.20 (b) also shows a similar trend for Normalized SE data. 
 
5.4.3.2 Secondary Task 
Table 5.7 Univariate test results for Percentage of the Correct answer. Group: Novice and 
Experienced, TC: Traffic Conditions, NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous, and Curve Hazardous. 
Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. 
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Table 5.7 shows a univariate test results for the percentage of the correct answer. As 
shown in the table, a significant main effect only found on Groups, between Novice and 
Experienced.  
 
Figure 5.21 Percentage of Correct Answer for Traffic Conditions 
Figure 5.21 shows a graph of percentage correct answer for secondary task. The lowest 
value was when participants were accomplishing the task while under urban HC 
conditions (78.61%). According to the analysis, the main effects of driving experience was 
significant on Secondary Task performance, F(1,48)=11.214, p=0.002, ƞp2 =0.189. As shown 
in Figure 5.22, Novice Group (87.247) performed better than experienced group (73.547). 
There was no significant difference found on Traffic conditions F(5,44)=1.692, p=0.157, ƞp2 
=0.161, and the interaction between secondary task and traffic conditions was found 
insignificant F(5,44)=1.211 p=0.320, ƞp2 =0.121. 
 
Figure 5.22 Secondary Task performance between groups 
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5.4.4 Subjective measurements 
For subjective measurements, an analysis of variance with a repeated-measures 
ANOVA was computed from the individual means of NASA-TLX and RSME in five traffic 
conditions (NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous and Urban Hazardous). A 2x2x5 mixed 
factorial design was used, with driving experience group (Novice or Experienced) as 
between-subjects factors and type of secondary task (NMAT or MAT2) and traffic 
conditions (NHC, Narrow, Curve, Hazardous Condition and Urban Hazardous Condition) 
as within-subjects factors. 
Table 5.8 Univariate test results for NASA-TLX and RSME. MAT= Type of a secondary task, 
NMAT, and MAT2, Group: Novice and Experienced, TC: Traffic Conditions, NHC, Narrow, Curve, 
Hazardous, and Curve Hazardous. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Degrees of 
freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected when Mauchly’s test showed violation of sphericity 
 
Table 5.8 shows univariate test results for subjective measurements of NASA-TLX and 
RSME. As shown in the table, significant main effects were found on the type of secondary 
tasks for both NASA-TLX and RSME. Significant main effects of traffic condition were 
also found for NASA-TLX and RSME. Another significant main effect also found between 
driving experience group of novice and experienced for RSME rating.  The interactions 
between factors were not significant.    
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Figure 5.23 Mean value of NASA-TLX and RSME according to type of secondary tasks 
Figure 5.23 shows a mean value of NASA-TLX and RSME according to the type of 
secondary tasks, NMAT and MAT2. From the graphs, participants rated a higher 
workload for MAT2 than NMAT. This result is expected from the beginning as they were 
already obtained the results from Experiment#2.  
 
 
Figure 5.24 Mean value of NASA-TLX according to traffic conditions 
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Figure 5.24 shows the mean value of rating NASA-TLX for traffic conditions. 
Participants rated the hazardous condition as the highest mental workload among others. 
The lowest rating of NASA-TLX was found on NHC.  
 
Figure 5.25 Mean value of RSME according to Traffic conditions 
Figure 5.25 shows a mean value of RSME according to traffic conditions. The highest 
rating was found during Hazardous condition and Narrow traffic condition rated as the 
lowest between other conditions.  
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5.5 Discussion 
5.5.1 The main effects of driving conditions on measurements     
As our objective of this experiment was to focus on the external factors of mental workload, 
we reduce the type of secondary task into two types, either no mathematical arithmetic 
task (NMAT) or mathematical arithmetic task with a difficulty level (MAT2). In this 
experiment, we only chose the difficult level of MAT which we found gave effects on mental 
workload based on our previous experiment. The results of this experiment were 
consistent with our expectation that significant main effects of MAT were found on all 
measurement groups. To discuss further, we want to get an answer on under variation of 
traffic condition which one among the factors gives effects more than another.  
Table 5.9 Summary of significant main effects of driving conditions on the measurements 
 
As our objective of this experiment was to focus on the external factors of mental 
workload, we reduce the type of secondary task into two types, either no mathematical 
arithmetic task (NMAT) or mathematical arithmetic task with a difficulty level (MAT2). 
In this experiment, we only chose the difficult level of MAT which we found gave effects 
on mental workload based on our previous experiment. The results of this experiment were 
consistent with our expectation that significant main effects of MAT were found on all 
measurement groups. To discuss further, we want to get an answer on under variation of 
traffic condition which one among the factors gives effects more than another.  
Table 5.9 shows a summary result of significant main effects based on regroup-measures 
ANOVA to each measurement groups. A yellow color of the column represents a significant 
main effect based on p-value less than 0.5. While the blue color of the column indicates 
the value of effect size of partial eta square which was dominant among other effects (MAT, 
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Traffic Condition, and interaction between Traffic condition and MAT) in the 
measurement.    
For the traffic conditions, significant differences were found in Performance 
measurement groups and Subjective measurement groups. While for physiological groups, 
no significant were found on traffic conditions.  The value of effects size of MAT was 
higher on physiological measurements and subjective measurements which indicate that 
these measurements were sensitive to measure internal factors of mental workload such 
as cognitive workload. Other than that, performance measurements are more sensitive if 
the experiment involves the manipulation of external factors of mental workload. 
Although performance measurements were also sensitive to assess mental workload on 
internal factors, e.g. SDLP was reduced when participants accomplishing mental tasks, 
based on our experiment, traffic condition give more effect to participants.      
  These results also suggest that if we want to measure the mental workload between 
different traffic conditions, the performance measurement group will be a good 
measurement to be selected because it is directly related to driving performance. For 
physiological measurements, at least in this experiment as we used HR as physiological 
measurements, did not found to be sensitive to the change of traffic condition designed in 
this experiment. Participants might not feel any differences based on physiological 
changes in different traffic conditions, but when we look at the performance, their 
performance deteriorated.  
5.5.2 The interaction between internal and external factors of mental workload 
To answer the question on whether the combination of internal and external factors will 
further increase the mental workload, we examine the significant interaction between 
MAT and Traffic Condition. Based on our results, the interaction between MAT and Traffic 
conditions were found significant in Physiological measurements: Normalized HR, and 
Performance Measurements: SDLP, Normalized SDLP, Steering Entropy and Normalized 
Steering Entropy.  
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Figure 5.26 Interaction between MAT and Traffic Condition 
Figure 5.26 shows the interaction graphs between MAT and Traffic condition. The 
results were consistent with our finding in Experiment#2, accomplishing the higher level 
of the mental task will increase the mental workload. Based on the results of physiological 
and performance measurements, we conclude that accomplishing the mental task will 
further increase mental workload and deteriorating driving performance. The different 
results between Normalized SDLP and Steering Entropy when accomplishing MAT2 or 
Not. While accomplishing MAT2, the SDLP was lower than during NMAT and Steering 
Entropy was increased. When looking closely this results is consistent with Experiment#2 
which we found that internal factors will increase the Steering Entropy and decrease 
SDLP. We think that as the nature of Steering Entropy measurement, it is an indicator of 
smoothness in steering control. These results are showing that, although the SDLP was 
reduced and seems to improve the performance, however, the steering control of the 
vehicle under this situation was increased. Maybe Steering Entropy is more sensitive to 
detect the effect of internal sources better than SDLP.  
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5.5.3  Relationship between Mental Workload and Driving Performance 
 
Figure 5.27 Overall results for evaluation of mental workload 
Figure 5.27 shows the overall results for evaluation of mental workload. From the 
results of the experiment and considering the significant effect among traffic conditions 
we tried to map into a certain region based on de Waard’s model [20].  
The most obvious finding from this experiment was when we evaluate the lateral 
position performance measurements, which were SDLP and Steering Entropy, the results 
show that the continuous curve traffic condition is undoubtedly demanding a higher effort. 
Driving in this kind of traffic conditions will increase the level of mental workload. In 
terms of safety, participants were swerving more under this traffic condition, and this is 
a dangerous situation where they could meet with an accident with another vehicle or 
oncoming traffic when not able to maintain in cruising lane [87].  
Also to mention here that the result of RSME showed a higher perceived workload when 
driving in the curved situation and rated as the same with the hazardous condition. In 
this traffic condition, they need to exert more effort and pay good attention to the Lead 
Vehicle movements. Considering only for traffic conditions, we think that it is appropriate 
to map this curve traffic condition into Region B where they are actually in overload. We 
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also think that curve conditions were the most difficult task for the participants. This 
finding also a strong point in our study as we were able to compare the mental workload 
measurement between traffic conditions systematically. 
Another important finding from this experiment is when participants are driving under 
a reduced width of the road, the performance was at optimum level as the value of the 
SDLP was the lowest among others. Moreover, the result from normalized SDLP shows 
that driving on the narrow road was significantly below the baseline driving. The results 
of Steering Entropy under this traffic condition was not much difference with NHC, mean 
that they were trying their hard to control the steering as smooth as they could as in the 
NHC. SDLP results showed that the performance was better and less swerving than in 
wider road of NHC. For these reasons, we think it is appropriate to map the Narrow Road 
condition (NRD) to Region A2 where participants were at the optimum level of 
performance, and mental workload was the lowest. While for NHC, as they swerved more 
than in the narrow road, we think it is appropriate to map NHC to A3 Region when they 
tried their hardest to maintain the performance.  
Another point to mention here is the difference between narrow road and baseline 
driving condition. From the results, we can confirm that participants were actually can 
distinguish between the NHC and the narrow road. One of the interpretations of this 
result is training strategy that we adopted in this experiment is effective.  
For the Hazardous Condition and Urban Hazardous condition, all the measurements 
showed that there was no difference between these two traffic conditions. We designed the 
two conditions were totally the same traffic condition, and the difference was only for the 
traffic environment of highway road or urban road. We concluded that driving in urban or 
highway road will not give a different if the movement of other objects not related to their 
point of attention. Maybe by adding some of the complex situations such as the existing of 
traffic lights, driving on a junction and overtaking will give further interesting findings 
on this point. For these two traffic conditions, based on the results, participants were tried 
their hardest to maintain performance, and it is appropriate to map these traffic 
conditions to Region A3.  
As for internal factors, the results of this experiment were consistent with the results 
in Experiment#2.  
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*NMAT: No Mathematical Arithmetic Task, MAT2: Mathematical Arithmetic Task with two digit number, NHC: Non-Hazardous Condition, NRD: Narrow 
Road Driving, CD: Curve Driving, HC: Hazardous Condition, UHC: Urban Hazardous Condition 
Figure 5.28 Mapping between Normalized HR and NASA-TLX 
Figure 5.28 shows a mapping graph between a physiological measurement of 
Normalized HR and a subjective measurement of NASA-TLX. As shown in the mapping 
graph, under NMATNHC and NMATNRD conditions where participants did not perform 
any MAT, Normalized HR was almost 100% and close to the value of Baseline Driving 
(100%). While for NASA-TLX, participants rate both NMATNHC and NMATNRD were 
the lowest among others. By considering these points, it is appropriate to map these two 
conditions under region A2 where the drivers were in low workload.  
While in conditions of MAT2CD, MAT2HC, and MAT2UHC, the Normalized HR and 
NASA-TLX were about in the same location. It is suitable to map these two conditions into 
Region B, they actually in overload region.  
For MAT2NRD and NMATCD, they were still in high mental workload, and it is 
appropriate to map these two driving conditions into A2, where participants were exerting 
their effort to cope with the increasing demand of workload.  
We found through this experiment; several driving conditions did not match with 
perceived workload through physiological measurement of HR and subjective rating of 
NASA-TLX. For example, under all conditions of MAT2, where participants accomplished 
a difficult level of secondary task, a higher Normalized HR can be observed. However, 
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when coming to the rating of how much load did they perceived, they rated differently 
between traffic conditions where MAT2NHC was among the lowest. Conversely, for 
NMATHC while they are accomplishing only for driving under the urban hazardous 
condition, the rating was among the highest while the Normalized HR was among the 
lowest. This phenomenon, in some conditions, can be explained as dissociation between 
subjective and physiological measurements. This dissociation between measurements has 
been described by some of the researchers such as [15], [83]–[86], however, in this 
experiment, we can validate the dissociation by manipulating experimental conditions 
between internal and external factors of mental workload. As the perceived workload of 
subjective measurement also depends on the traffic situation. Our strong point to present 
here is we were able to map between these two measurements by normalizing the 
physiological measurements.   
5.5.4 Driving Experience 
Another contributing factor of increasing mental workload is driving experience. 
Through the experience of driving the way, the novice drivers and experienced drivers 
perceived the workload is different. Experienced drivers are said to automate some of the 
driving tasks, making them better in processing more workload resulting better in driving 
performance.  
In this experiment, regarding the differences between Novice group and Experienced 
Group, we could see the differences in some of the measurements. First, we can observe 
through the subjective measurements of RSME.  
 
 
Figure 5.29 Differences between Novice and Experienced Drivers in RSME 
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Figure 5.29 shows a graph from the results of a rating scale of mental effort (RSME) 
between novice and experienced drivers. Contradictory to our expectation, experienced 
drivers rated overall task in our experiment higher than novice drivers. In spite of the fact 
that in this experiment, we focused on traffic conditions which are experienced drivers 
expert in, we think that the secondary task of mental workload affects the way they 
perceived the workload. This point can be confirmed by looking at the secondary task 
performance, represented by the percentage of the correct answer which the performance 
of experienced drivers was significantly worse than novice drivers. This finding is actually 
consistent with the previous finding on a secondary task which was experienced drivers 
performed worse than novice drivers in the secondary task [72][41][88]. Although some of 
these studies used a different kind of secondary task, e.g. Reaction time, but the results 
show the same trend of reducing the performance of secondary task compared to the 
younger age of drivers. We think that the way they allocate the priority to the task are the 
keywords we can use to explain this notation. We can explain in detail about this when 
looking at the differences between novices and experienced on performance measurements.  
 
  
Figure 5.30 SDLP and Steering Entropy results according to novice and experienced group 
Figure 5.30 shows results of the SDLP and Steering Entropy according to novice and 
experienced group. Significant differences were further found between these two groups 
based on the SDLP and Steering Entropy results. 
 The result of SDLP shows that the novice driver swerved more than experienced 
drivers. Interestingly, results of steering entropy which was to measure the smoothness 
of steering control indicate that the experienced driver gives a higher value of Steering 
Entropy than novice drivers. This results maybe can be explained as during driving, 
experienced driver performed better in terms of maintaining the vehicle in the cruising 
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lane than novice drivers. This notation may be resulted from putting the effort in adjusting 
the steering wheel. Based on this results of performance and putting together the results 
of secondary task performance, we can synthesize that experienced drivers allocate their 
priority in controlling the vehicle safely (based on SDLP result) resulting in the 
performance on secondary tasks deteriorated.  
Another point to be mentioned here regarding the reverse result between SDLP and 
Steering Entropy is the skill of handling a vehicle in terms of maintaining the vehicle 
within the cruising lane. We further analyzed the differences between these two groups 
by using independent t-test with driving conditions (NMAT: No MAT, MAT2: 
Mathematical Arithmetic Task with second digit numbers, No-Hazardous Condition: NHC, 
NRD: narrow road driving, CD: Curve Driving, HC: Hazardous Condition, and UHC: 
Urban Hazardous Condition) as independent variables. As shown in Figure 5.31, in all 
conditions, experienced drivers show a less value of SDLP compared to novice drivers. The 
differences between novice and experienced groups were found on NMATNRD, t(48)=2.314, 
p=0.025, on NMATCD, t(48)=3.219, p=0.002, on MAT2CD, t(48)=2.635, p=0.011, and on 
NMATUHC, t(48)=2.353, p=0.023 respectively. Particularly on curves, experienced 
drivers show a less swerving compared to novice drivers showing that the skill of handling 
the vehicle makes the differences.    
 
 
 Figure 5.31 Result of SDLP for Novice and Experienced  
NMATNHC MAT2NHC NMATNRD MAT2NRD NMATCD MAT2CD NMATHC MAT2HC NMATUHC MAT2UHC
Novice .1955 .1195 .1803 .1182 .3587 .2807 .1483 .1125 .1578 .1123
Experienced .1604 .1075 .1428 .0959 .2703 .2139 .1289 .0971 .1236 .1073
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Figure 5.32 shows a result of Steering Entropy between novice and experienced drivers. 
Except for NMATCD, the value of Steering Entropy for novice drivers was less than 
experienced drivers in all driving conditions. The differences between novice and 
experienced groups were found on NMATHC, t(48)=-2.515, p=0.015, on NMTUHC, t(48)=-
2.056, p=0.045, and on MAT2UHC, t(48)=2.481, p=0.017. These results also to confirmed 
that the higher value of Steering Entropy among experienced drivers was not due to the 
difficulties in handling the vehicle on curve condition, but maybe from other factors such 
as traffic complexity in hazardous conditions. Further research needs to be carried out to 
confirm this point.   
 
Figure 5.32 Steering Entropy Results for Novice and Experienced Drivers 
NMATNHC MAT2NHC NMATNRD MAT2NRD NMATCD MAT2CD NMATHC MAT2HC NMATUHC MAT2UHC
Novice .4298 .4652 .4445 .4702 .4834 .4975 .4071 .4464 .4120 .4453
Experienced .4398 .4778 .4531 .4763 .4815 .4990 .4284 .4652 .4286 .4624
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Figure 5.33 Interaction between Group and Traffic Condition 
Figure 5.33 shows a graph illustrating the interaction between groups on normalized 
HRV. As shown in the graph, significant difference between Novice and experienced 
drivers was found on two traffic conditions. When driving on HC and Urban HC, novice 
effected more than experienced. This result also an evidence of how experience drivers 
handle with a complex situation while novice drivers feel difficult in handling the situation.   
Conclusion for driving experience 
From above results, we concluded that the experienced drivers give priority on the 
driving to maintain the performance. It can be observed from the decrease in secondary 
task performance and less swerving especially in curves driving condition. They were 
able to maintain the performance, and this result the secondary task performance 
dropped.  
While the novice drivers, maybe undermine the safety of driving task, when they 
exposed to difficult, hazardous conditions. This notation can be confirmed by the lower 
value for Steering Entropy than experienced drivers in both hazardous conditions. We 
think that less value in steering entropy means that they made less steering correction 
compared to experienced drivers. Novice shares most of their focus to the secondary task 
while for experienced drivers able to maintain driving as their main focus.   
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5.5.5 Factors of increasing mental workload 
 
Figure 5.34 Increasing factors in Experiment#3 
Figure 5.34 shows a diagram on increasing factors of mental workload in 
Experiment#3. In this experiment, we focus on the external factors of increasing mental 
workload. Based on the overall results in Figure 5.27, the differences between Related to 
other vehicle movement and not related to other vehicle movement were found when we 
compared between narrow and NC to Hazardous condition or Urban Hazardous condition. 
There was no significant difference between a hazardous condition and urban hazardous 
condition in all measurement groups. This result to confirm that although we change the 
environment by driving from the highway to an urban, there is no effect on the 
measurements under different environment. The differences were found between Narrow 
road and NHC when compared to a hazardous condition on steering entropy. The results 
show that driving under hazardous condition will make both SDLP and Steering Entropy 
decreased. It can be understood as when they are driving under a risky situation that 
needs to exert their attention more on the driving situation, they control the steering less 
and less swerving.  
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5.6 Conclusion 
This experiment was designed to investigate external factors of mental workload. Five 
traffic conditions where we think will influence the increasing mental workload been 
designed for this experiment. Namely, Non-Hazardous Condition, Narrow Road Driving, 
Curve Driving, Hazardous Condition and Urban Hazardous Condition.  
These are the conclusions of this experiment:  
1. MAT gives effects on to the drivers on physiological measurements and subjective 
measurements. 
2. Traffic Condition gives more effect on Performance measurements 
3. Depending on the driving conditions, performance could be degraded. Obviously 
appeared in curve driving condition.   
4. Based on the traffic conditions, driving with higher difficulties in internal factors 
under a complex traffic situation of external factors will further increase mental 
workload and performance may become worse. 
5. Experience in driving can improve the way a driver perceive workload from internal 
or external factors.  
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Chapter 6 General Discussions and Conclusion 
6.1 General Discussion 
6.1.1 Increasing the accuracy of evaluation for mental workload 
In this study, we tried to evaluate the level of the mental workload from internal and 
external of mental workload. There are two ways that we think will increase the accuracy 
of evaluation of data and normalization of data.  
One of the problems with the data was there was no standard value of mental workload 
that we could use to evaluate the driver’s mental workload. With the individual differences 
between participants and the effect of “motivation”, “mood” of participants, would further 
increase the uncertainty of data. One of the solutions to this problem was by normalizing 
the data. In the first experiment, we tried to evaluate the selection of based interval will 
increase the accuracy of data. By bringing data of physiological measurements, we 
normalized it by using two based intervals, namely Normalized 45s and Normalized 120s.  
In the first experiment, we tried to find the effects of combination level of difficulties 
from internal and external factors of mental workload. 
First, we attempt to evaluate the normalization period by selecting the shorter time of 
45s or a longer time of 120s while performing the driving task. The evaluation of 
normalization 45s and 120s, however, did not find any significant differences between 
selecting these two periods. To discuss further this, we tried to perform a statistical 
analysis between driving conditions, for at least to find if there were significant between 
the driving conditions, mainly to evaluate the level of difficulty of the tasks. As our 
hypotheses that, the combination of internal and external factors of the mental workload 
would further increase the mental workload.  
Based on the results of significant differences between traffic conditions, we were at 
least able to show a significant difference in two conditions based on data of normalized 
120s, when compared to non-normalizing it which was significant differences between 
baseline driving on the last day and MAT1NHC and also in MAT2NHC. This result is 
important for our conclusion in Experiment#1. We were able to distinguish between the 
day of participants performing the tasks and during the baseline driving for the first and 
the last day of experiments.  
We used the knowledge of normalizing data using 120s that we attained from 
Experiment#1 to further investigate about internal and external factors of mental 
workload in Experiment#1 and Experiment#2. In Experiment#1, the driving course was 
designed to have curves and this we think maybe as a factor of increasing value of mental 
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workload. So, it was not appropriate to use the based interval where the drivers actually 
in a high mental workload due to one of the external factors in increasing mental workload.  
In Experiment#2, as we designed only a straight pathway, we adapt the normalization 
period of 120s before the MAT interval. Based on the results of physiological 
measurements, we think that we are able to predict the mental workload by normalizing 
the value and selecting 120s in a straight pathway as a based interval. We used the same 
knowledge to evaluate the data of Experiment#3 and using a straight pathway, 120 
seconds before MAT interval.  
The second thing that we did for increasing the accuracy in the interpretation data on the 
mental workload level is by comparison between groups. As we have discussed before, 
there was three measurements group that we can use to evaluate the mental workload 
level. All of the experiments conducted in this experiment considered the combination of 
measurement groups to evaluate the mental workload better. For example, in 
Experiment#1, we combined between Normalized Lyapunov exponent 120s with NASA-
TLX to evaluate the level of mental workload. By doing this way, although we knew that 
MAT2HC (the most difficult level) was in high mental workload. However, cannot 
differentiate between levels of tasks. However, in Experiment#2 and Experiment#3, we 
able to differentiate between the levels according to driving conditions. 
6.1.2 Evaluation of level of difficulties through combination of Internal and 
external factors of mental workload 
In this study, we attempted to evaluate the level of difficulties from internal and 
external factors of mental workload. Two main questions raised in this experiment 
regarding the model of mental workload. 1. Is the combination of internal and external 
factors will further increase the mental workload and 2. Are the factors giving more effects 
one another?  For internal factors of mental workload, we designed two level of difficulties 
of the secondary task of manipulating either one or two digit number of mathematical 
arithmetic task. For external factors of mental workload, there were two levels of 
difficulties designed as to simulate in a Hazardous condition which participants drive in 
a situation demanding their full attention to traffic conditions in Experiment#2. While for 
Experiment#3, we further designed traffic conditions which we think can represent as 
contributing factors of increasing mental workload.   
From the results, we concluded that depending on the traffic situations, the effects of 
either internal or external workload would appear to be dominant one another. To explain 
this, in Experiment#2 as the traffic condition was easy, the main effect of internal factors 
represented by a secondary task appeared to be dominant. While in Experiment#3, as the 
traffic condition demands, especially for the curve, the effect of external factors appeared 
to dominate.  
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For the question of whether the combination of the level of difficulties from the factors 
of the mental workload will further increase the mental workload, based on our results, 
we concluded that based on the measurements and the type of traffic conditions the 
combination would further increase the mental workload.  
Results interaction between internal and external factors of the mental workload of 
Experiment#2, RSME, and a Normalized HR shows the evidence on the point of the 
combination of the two factors will further increase the mental workload. Results from HR 
and HRV data show that the trade-off between internal and external factors appeared in 
the situation where the internal factors to be easy level while driving under difficult 
situation of external factors. 
6.1.3 Hypothetical relationship between Performance and Mental workload 
 
Figure 6.1 Overall results of mental workload measurements based on Internal and External 
Factors 
Figure 6.1 shows overall results of our study based on internal and external factors in 
Experiment#1-3. As we are mapping together all the measurements, we can get a clearer 
picture of the relationship between mental workload and performance.  
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Figure 6.2 Hypothetical relationship between performance and mental workload based on 
factors 
Figure 6.2 shows a hypothetical relationship between performance and mental 
workload based on the results of our experiments. Overall, we think that we have to think 
separately the relationship based on from where the factors are: Internal or External. If it 
is from internal factors, the increasing in mental workload concurrently occurred with the 
deterioration in performance. External factors are less effect than internal factors for a 
mental workload. For performance, the deterioration of performance depends on either 
the factor is related to other vehicle movement or not. If it is related to other vehicle 
movement, the SDLP and Steering Entropy maybe give a similar trend of decreasing. 
While if it is not related to other vehicle movement, it depends on the geometry of the road. 
The curvy road will give drivers in a hard situation to maintain the vehicle within the lane 
as well as increase the value of steering entropy. We think that maybe Region A3 which 
Task Related effort does not exist when the drivers are contacting with either internal or 
external factors. We also think that driving on a curve with the MAT2 condition is the 
most difficult task in this study and maybe can be regard as Region B where it is overload 
region. However, further study has to be conducted to validate this hypothesis with more 
experimental data.  
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6.2 Conclusion  
 This thesis describes research undertaken to investigate drivers’ mental workload. Three 
experimental works have been conducted to improve our understanding regarding mental 
workload.  
 The main conclusions of this thesis were; 
1) The experiments have been able to evaluate the effect of internal and external 
factors of mental workload to mental workload measurements. The combination of 
internal and external factors cause the mental workload to be increased.  
2) The evaluation of BVP sensor come to the conclusion that BVP sensors could be 
used in a driving situation as it appears to be non-intrusive to drivers and the data 
were not much difference with data from the ECG. 
3) Since the normalization of data and the combination of measurement groups, we 
drew maps, graphs between measurement groups, the evaluation of mental 
workload level appeared to be more systematic and informative. We can see 
through our study in the discussion of Experiment#1, Experiment#2 and 
Experiment#3. 
4) The internal factors appeared to give more effects to driver’s mental workload for 
physiological and subjective measurements. Performance measurements are 
sensitive to detect the effect of increasing mental workload to the driving 
performance.  
5) The combination of internal and external factors will further increase the mental 
workload.  
6) Depending on the factors of mental workload, the performance of mental workload 
appeared to be improved or worse.   
6.3 Limitation of study  
Although we have achieved our goals in this study, there are some limitations of the 
study.  
1. For the secondary task design, we used only Mathematical Arithmetic Task to 
represent the difficulties of internal in mental workload. Based on our results of 
comparison between MAT2NDT in Experiment#3, we cannot confirm whether the 
participants really think to answer it or not. Maybe we can design another secondary 
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task of NMAT- repetition of the numbers presented. So at least, they think of the 
task rather than thinking another thing.  
2. Regarding the relationship between lateral performance and mental workload, 
throughout our experiments, we found that driving while performing the secondary 
tasks improved the performance. However, we argued that this result may be due to our 
design of the experiment, e.g. the existing of front vehicle. It is worth investigating 
further this point.  
3. For the selection of normalization data based interval, we tried to select between two 
based intervals by considering two points 1) Geometry of road 2) Length of time. So, 
we select 45s and 120s. Based on the results, we found that the difference between 
these two intervals was not significant. The selection between the intervals may be 
affected by the geometry or length of time. 
4. In this study, we collected data only from male participants due to the limitation in 
attaching the ECG electrodes to the chest of participants. Maybe for a better estimation 
of results, we can collect the data from female participants by hiring female research 
assistants to assist with the procedure.   
5. In this study, we only considered the “task-related effort” (de Waard’s model refers this 
as Region A3). However, during the experiment, there might be “state-related effort” 
such as motivation to perform the task, arousal and another effort which also affects the 
results.  
 
 
  
6.4 Further Research 
 
The followings present some of the issues which require further consideration and possible 
experimental investigation and which are mainly derived from the limitations of the 
experimental methods employed in the current work. 
 
1. Further consideration of the types of the secondary task being used in this 
experiment.   
2. Further, study the relationship between lateral performance and mental workload.   
3. Further evaluation about the normalization of data should be made.  
4. In this experiment, further analysis on gender and the effects of mental workload 
may be needed in order to make a thorough conclusion regarding these factors.  
5. The further study relates to “State Related Effort” is maybe needed.  
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